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Some achieve greatness some liavc
greatness tlirust upon them, and some wero

born in Huston.
Hero is some furniture which was born
There is no suspicion about its
great.
ancestry; it is wood-fastoned throughout.
14 belongs tee the lflack Ash family, a family
iiietcel for its lightness, reliability, ami

beautiful natural figure.
c ( ress
most attractively, using

' '*

acid stains that silicify the wood and bring
out the rare variegated shades of browu,
It is ideal furniture for club houses, country and suburban
green and red.
homes, libraries or dens.
At Canal Street prices.
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Rugs, Draperies and Furniture,
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ECCLESIASTICAL

ITEMS.

Thk Forty Hours' Devotion will take
place next week at the Star of the Sea
Church in Marblehead.
St. Tkrksa's Ciuhch, Hutchinson,
Kan., was destroyedby fire July 29. The
Rev. JosephA. Pompeney is pastor.
Thk monastery of La Trappe, oka,
Quebec, was destroyed by fire June 23.

The community numbered about 100, and
all escaped.
At the convent of Mt. St. Philip, Granville, Wis., July 20, seven young men
took their vows in the Servite Order,
and twu were invested in the habit.
Thk Right Rkv. John F. Cunningham. D. D., bishop of Concordia, dedicated, July 23, the new church of the
Sacred Heart at Salina, Kan.
Dr. James Cai.tanaih, a New York
physician, has given a brass bell weighing 000 pounds to St. Joseph's Church,
Ronkonkoma, L. 1., in memory of his
daughter Elsie.
Miss Sakah Van Alkn, who was
married last week to Mr. Robert J,
Collier of N\w York in St. Joseph's
Church, Newport, R. 1., became a Catholic some months agu.

Tin: Must Rev. PatbJCK W. RiOBDAN,
D. I)., archbishopOf San Francisco, dedicated, July IS, St. Helen's Church at
Marshall, Cal. This is a mission of the
church of the Assumption, Tomales.
The Rev. Michael Maekey, assistant at
tho Assumption, celebrated high Mass,
Tin: Vebt Rev. Thomas A. Flynn,
with the Rev. Thomas Phillips, pastor of
of
Sioux
vicar-general of the diocese
San Rafael's Church, San Rafael, and the
Falls, S. I)., and pastor of St. Thomas' Rev. John
Rugers, pastur uf the Assumpappointed
a
Church, Madison, has been
tion, deaconandsub-deacon. Archbishop
domestic prelate of Pope Leei XIII.
Riordan delivered an address.
The white veil of tho order of the
Eleven candidates received, last
School Sisters of Notre Dame was conmonth,
the habit of the Sisters of the
young
women,
ferred on twenty-nine
of Mary in the chapel of
Humility
July Id, at the motherhouse and novitiate
Maria,
Perm.; nine Sisters made
Villa
in
province
America,
of the Eastern
their first vows; and several pronounced
lialtimore, Md.
their final vows. At the ceremony,
By the will of the late John McKone the Right Rev. Monsignor F. M. Hoff,
of Cambridge, the sum of 15,000 is left vicar-general of Cleveland, presided.
in trust to Archbishop Williams of HosMass was celebrated by the Rev.
ton in his corporate capacity to fotinel a P. J. Qiiinn of Van Wort, 0., two of
scholarship in tho American Collogo at whuse Sisters pronounced their vows.
Home for educating young men of tho Ry special agreement, this community,
Boston archdiocese for the priesthood. whose motherhouse is in Pennsylvania,
Miss Anna F. Mai.i.on, only child of is attached to the Cleveland diocese.
Mr. and Sirs. John E. Mallon of St.
The Right Rev. Thomas D. Beaven,
I'eter's parish, Cambridge, Mass., re- D. D., bishop of Springfield, ordained
ceived the habit of the Sisters of Notre four young men to the priesthood, July
Dame, and the name of Sister Clare 26, in St. Michael's Cathedral, ?the
Julie, July _6, St. Ann's Day, at the Revs. William I. l'helan and Daniel 11.
novitiate in Waltham, Mass.
McDermott of Worcester, Daniel T.
Devine
of Milford and E. J. H. Delage
CekEBINA Yanciciik, twenty years
of Webster. Bishop Beaven was assisted
of age, daughter of the cacique of MarJohn T.
zanares, who received the veil recently in the Mass by the Very Rev.
G., permanent rector of St.
Y.
Madden,
a
member
the
of
Daughters
Mary
as
of
the Rev.
Help of Christians, is the first Indian Louis' Church, Webster, and
of the church of the
l'helan,pastor
P.
li.
rewho
has
a
entered
girl of Patagonia
Sacred Heart, Holyoke, uncle of one of
ligious order.
the candidates. The Revs. E. S. FitzSistkr M. I'iiilomena of the Visitagerald and John F. Conlin of the Cathetion Academy, Mount dc Sales, Catons- dral were masters of ceremonies.
ville, Mil., celebrated her golden jubilee
At the Plattsburg Summer Schonl, in
July IS. She was a Miss James, was
tho
week ending July 20, the second
years
ago,
born in Maryland seventy-four
series
in a course of lectures on the Midand is one of the two nuns now living of
dle
Ages
dealing with tho ecclesiastical
Sales.
the band that founded Mount dc
history of that period was given by the
Tuk arrangements for the annual re- Right Rev. Monsignor James Doughlin,
union of the Alumni Association of St. D. I)., of Philadelphia. In the evenings,
Mary's Seminary, lialtimore, Md., which during the week, two different lecturers
takes place next week Wednesday in appeared, Francis P. Garland, A. M.,
Boston, are in tho care of the Right Rev, (Harvard) of Boston, and Vincent J.
Monsignor Dennis O'Callaghan, I). I)., Crowne, Ph. D., of the University of
permanent rector of St. Augustine's Pennsylvania. Mr. Garland lectured
Monday and Tuesday evenings on the
Church, South Huston.
Classics. Dr. Crowne lectured Thursday
Tiik Ret. Dunn is A. Moloney, who and Friday evenings, his first subject
was ordained about a month ago in being St. Venerable Bede, and his second
Rome by Bishop McDonnell of lirooklyn, King Alfred the Great.
Nearly SUO
and who has made his studies in the Col- persons were at the Summer School this
lege of the Propaganda, celebrated his week. Among them were Bishop Midlfirst Mass in the church of St. Mary, and of Burlington and Hon. Thomas J.
Star of the Sea, Brooklyn, .Inly 20. In Gargan of Boston.
the school of this parish Father Moloney
A koi niiAtion from the Carmelite
received his early education.
convent of Boston, founded here in 1890
The Rev. Father Gebabd, S. J., is from the original house in Baltimore,
preparing a work tubo called "The Anti- was opened in Philadelphia .Inly '-<>,
dote," for the purpose of gathering into when Archbishop Kyan said the first
one convenient whole the corrections of Mass. Rev. Mother Beatrix of the Holy
errors and misunderstandings that ap- Ghost, prioress of the Boston Carmel,
pear from time to time in the periodicals has gone to superintend the new work
of the day. This will give permanent at its outset, taking with her Sisters
form to a work that now has to be done Uertrudo of the Heart of Jesus, Xavior
of tho Angels, Stanislaus of the Infant
continuously.
Jesus, and Mary of St. Joseph, the last
Monsignou
P. J. three
Tin: RimiT Rev.
Philadelphians, as foundationMcNamaua, S. T. L., vicar-general of
stones
of the new house. The nuns, by
Brooklyn, laid the corner-stone of St. Archbishop
Williams' appointment,
Alphunsus' parish school in cunnection
on their journey by
accompanied
were
with the church of our Lady of Perpet- Mr. Samuel Tuckerman of Boston.
ual Help, Brooklyn, July 27. The Rev. They were warmly welcomed in PhilaWilliam T. McGuirl, pastor of the church delphia, where, as in Boston, they will
of the Visitation, delivered tho sermon. be uncloistered for
a few days, after
The church is in charge of the Redempwhich Archbishop Ryan will pronounce
torist Fathers.
the enclosure, and the public can not
Ten Sisters made their final vows in go beyond the grating.
rp
the Mercy Order at St. Joseph's Convent,
Hartford, Conn., July 24. The Right
RECENT DEATHS.
Rev. Michael Tiorney, D. I)., celebrated
Mass and conducted the reception. The
The Rev. T. 11. Timphaus, pastor of
Sisters received were Elizabeth T. Blake,
St. Joseph's Church, Wathena, Kan.,
Helen Tierney and Mary F. McGurk of fur
twenty-one yeas, died .July 21, aged
Hartford; Eugenia U. Bosch, Jane 11.
fifty-nine.
Kelly, Margaret A. Murphy, Julia A.
M., died at
Sister M. Sincletica, 0.
Finnegan, of New Britain; Ann A. SynPhiladelphia,Penn.,
St.
Agnes'
Hospital,
nott of Bridgeport; Mary Connelly of
work.
Middletown, and Winifred T. Holy of July 22, after ten yearsof hospital
Sister M. Austin of.the Luretto SisterWaterbury.
Gey, J
Tin: Rev. Engelbkbtus
O. F. M., lector of sacred theology and
librarian at the Franciscan monastery,
St. Louis, Mo., celebrated the silver
Jubilee of his ordination to the priesthood -Inly 96.
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"Lives of
Great Hen
all remind us" that they are

I noted

for their foresight.

They looked ahead ?they
i

planned and provided for

j the future. That is precisely
what you do when you

i apply

for a policy of Life

I Insurance in

The

Ii Prudential

Insurance Co. of America
Write for

| \Ssr£

Home Office :
Newark,N.J.

mn

JOHN F.

DKYDEN,

President.

i
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hood died July 16 at Loretto, Nerinx,
Ky. She was born in IK4_ and received
the holy habit in 1858.
May their souls and the souls of all
the faithful departed rest in peace.
Taking a day for pleasure, he [the

Englishman] attends the race?, and sees
the highest stakes won by an American
horse, lidden by an American jockey.
oyer his evening paper, he
of the placing in American ship-

Looking

reads

yards of ordersfor American style battleships for Kuropean as well as Ahiatic

nations, and learns that the scene of the
coronation of the King of England is to
be painted by an American artist, and
that the forty thousand gold, silver and
bronze medals, ordered by the command
of the King, to commemorate his coronation, are being made in MassachuAmerica's Invasion of
I<rom
setts.
Europe," by George 11. Danielx, in Sour'lrack News for June.
?

"

Ancestry in Furniture.
In another column of this paper an interesting parallel is drawn in regard to the
ancestry of furniture made of black ash.
Itis a little singular that this wood has
been so little used, for it is capable of
wonderful beauty under the skilful treatment which is being given it at the warerooms of the Paine Furniture Company on
Ganal street. They have a tine collection
ot black ash furniture on sale.

The Sacred Heart Review.
WTehk'sNews.
An especially noticeable incident
in the present agitation over tho
friars in the Philippines was the
visit paid to President Roosevelt
President.
at Oyster Bay, L. 1., by two
American Augustinians on tho
25th tilt. Those two representatives of one of the
Philippine orders were the Very Rev. James T.
O'Reilly, O. S. A., pastor of St. Mary's Church, Lawrence. Mass., and the Uev. William A. Jones, president
of the St. Augustine College, Havana, Cuba. They
bore with them to the President the resolutions passed
attheAugustinian provincialchapter held at Villanova,
I'enn., July 1-1-15. The preamble of these resolution!
was as follows: "Whereas, we, members of theAngustinian order, assembled in quadrennial chapter at Villanova, Perm., reflecting on the sad straits of our
brother religious in the Philippine Islands, wherein
they have manfully toiled for :!U0 years and upwards
as philanthropists, educators, inissionors and pioneers
of civilization, now suffering under grave civil and
religious disability, threatened moreover, with ignominious exile from a country whose very civilization
is the conquest of their heroic laborsand self-sacrilices,
do deom it our duty as American citizens, who confide
in the honor and integrity of our government and the
justice of our people, to raise our voice in behalf of
those Catholic missioners, the friars of the Philippines,
whose honor, integrity and rights are so wantonly
assailed." The resolutions protest against the general
condemnation of the friars, as well as against the concerted effort being made to alienate from the religious
the love and reverence of the Filipinos; and declare
any hindrance of the friars in the legitimate exercise
of their labors a serious menace to the civil and moral
well-being of tho people <«f the Philippines, and "an
unwarranted precedent fraught with peril to the Catholic Church in the United States, a grave violation of
tho treaty of Paris and a fatal departurefrom the timehemored American principle of separation of church
and state."
The action of the French govProtest Against
ernment in forcibly attempting
Closing the Schools. to dose the schools of religious
orders, last week, created intense feeling throughout France. Meetings were held
to protest against the closing of the schools, and telegrams and petitions poured in on President Loubet. A
meeting convened to protest against tho official decree
was held in Paris on the night of July 2(i. It was presided over by Jules Lemaitre, the litterateur, and addresses were made by Francois Coppee, tho author
and poot, and other members of the Chamber of Deputies and municipal councillors. The breaking up of
the assemblage was followed by scenes of excitement.
Crowds crying " Vive la Liberte " gathered, but the
police dispersed them. Several arrests were made,
among the persons taken into custody being a priest.
Counter-demonstrations were organized in the streets,
those taking part in them singing pulitical songs and
denouncing the Catholics. In some parts of Franco
the people have gathered to defend the Sisters whose
schools wore about to bo closed, and have demonstrated
their alfection for the teachers of their children.
The apprehensiun that King TCdAug. 9 for the
ward would be unable to stand
King's Coronation. the strain of the coronation ceremony has been greatly lessened
by the announcement that he is now permitted to use
his feet, and, with the aid of a stick, has done a little
walking. Another telegram fromCowes, Isle of Wight,
saying that nearly all the restrictions upon the King's
diet have been withdrawn, has been welcomed as evidence that recent ominous deductions were drawn
without due allowance for the doctors' extreme
cautiousness. Those who drew inferences from the
fact that the invitations to Westminster Abbey were
not dated, have hail their fears dissipated by a
proclamation published in the official gazette, fixing
Aug. '?' as the date for the coronation, which postdates
and is altogether more important than anything which
might or might not have appeared upon the cards of invitation. According to the present arrangements, King
Edward and Queen Alexandra will leave Cowes either
Aug. 0 or Aug. S for Buckingham palace, and will return to the royal yacht Aug. IS, when the entire lloet
will pass before King Edward and salute him, thus
making a second naval review. After his return to the
American
Augustinians
Visit the
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yacht, the King is expected to take an extended cruise
to the northward, and subsequently to spend some
weeks at Balmoral, where preparations for the arrival
of their Majesties have already been commenced.
The Marine Hospital service has
received information from the
M
A unicipal
surgeon in (charge at Havana that
Matter.
the Cuban cabinet has decided
that after Aug. 1 the Federal government of the island
will cease to mako appropriations for the disinfection
and cleaning of streets in the several cities and towns.
President Palma and his cabinet hold that this is a
municipal matter, and that the expense should be borne
by the muncipalities. During the period of the military occupation, the United States authorities provided
money for the disinfection and cleaning of streets and
public places in Cuba, and this measure greatly increased the healthfulness of the Cuban cities. A report
from Havana by Minister Squiers says that the health
of Havana and the other cities of the island continues
good, and that the sanitary condition of the streets
compares very favorably with that of American cities.
Latest reports received from Dr.
Cholera Rages J. C. Perry, chief quarantine offiin the Philippines. cer for the Philippine-, show
plainly that up to the time of
writing little prugress has been made against the
ravages nf chulera. In some of the villages, he says,
one-tenth of the entire population have died from
cholera. The report for Manila from May2."> to June 7,
inclusive, shows a startling number of fatalities,
larger in proportion even than in tho provinces for the
same period. During these two weeks there were reported 132 cases and lIS deaths. In the provincial
towns for the same period there wore I,IOS cases and
722 deaths. In Manila, during these two weeks, four
Americans were attacked by the disease, but no fatalities were reported. Officials of the marine hospital
service in Washington have little hope that there will
be any diminution of the epidemic until the rainy
season sets in, in the middle or last of next month.
The life of Dr. Russell Wilson
An American
uf i )hin, who was captured with
Filibuster Spared. a revolutionist party in Nicaragua, hasbeen saved through the
representations of Minister Corea of that country. A
cable despatch was received at the State Department
frum Chester Dunaldsnn, United States Cnnsul at
Managua, Nicaragua, dated the 20th ult., as fulluwsc
"As a courtesy to the United States and sympathy for
the mother, the President will commute Russell Wilson's deatli sentence." Dr. Wilson was one of several
Americans who joined a filibustering expedition which
landed at Monkey Point near Bluefields, early in July.
Must of the party were captured or killed. Wilson
would have been summarily executed but for the interposition of Sefior Corea, the Nicaraguan Minister
here. Having secured a stay of proceedings and a
guarantee of a legal trial, the Minister lias now induced President Zelayato commute the death sentence
imposed upon Wilson by court-martial. Before the receipt of this message, it was not known here that the
court-martial had been held. It is presumed that the
commutation is to imprisonment for a time, and then
expulsionfiom Nicaragua.
A report from Cape Town calls
Boer Feeling Still attention to the high esteem in
Strong.
which the Boer commanders who
served in the latewar were heldby
the Dutch people of that city. This feeling of esteem
amounts almost to hero worship, we are told, and a
striking illustration was given at tho marriage of General Delaroy's daughter to his secretary, Ferreira, at
the Dutch Reformed Church. The approaches to the
edifice were packed, and the congregation cheered
Generals Botha, Oewet and Delarey as they entered
the church. Dewet was carried from tho church on
the shoulders of his more enthusiastic admirers. When
the bridal party appeared, the congregation arose and
cheered until the minister threatened to stop the ceremony or clear the church. This, with other incidents,
indicates that Boer feeling is still strong in South
»
Africa.
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, the
Chamberlain and British colonial secretary, outthe Boers.
lined the future status of the
conquered Boer republics, in the
House of Commons this week, in the course of a speech
which (so the papers tell us) was applauded even by
such opponents of the government's general policy as
Henry Labouchore. "We have no intention," he dc-

clared,

" that the Boers should break with their old
traditions. We desire that they should preserve all
the best characteristics of their race, and hope they
will shake hands with us, thus securing prosperity in
South Africa under the Hag which protect* different
races and different religions." That sentiment was
the keynote of the speech. Mr. Chamberlain said he
believed every inducement to laben- should be held out
to the blacks, but no scheme of compulsory labor
would receive the slightest governmentsupport. There
was no intention of packing the country with Britishers, but so much Transvaal land was lying idle that
the colonies could only be made a great corn-producing
fattier by bringing in British settlers.
A dinner was given at the HolAdvises the Irish born restaurant, London, on the
to Stay at Home. evening of July 86, to welcome
William Redmond and Joseph
Devlin, the Irish members of Parliament who recently
made a tour of the United States in the interests of
the United Irish League. The dinner was attended
by all theIrish members uf Parliament. Mr. Redmond,
responding to "Our <Juests," recounted the courtesy
and enthusiasm with which he and Mr. Devlin liad
been received everywhere in the United States, and
assured his hearers of the hearty support of 15,000,000
Irishmen "living beneath the free flag of America."
Mr. Redmond said that so leeng as this mighty force
was behind them the Irish nation need not despair of
the ultimate success of their crusade for an inde|eendent Parliament at Dublin and treaties with England.
Mr. Redmond said, however, in spite of the success of
many Irishmen who held high pi ices in America and
assisted in the councils of the nation, he was tilled
with sadness at the sight of tens of thousands of poor,
struggling Irishmen in the United States, and he had
returned impressed with the belief that it was better
for every Irishman who possibly could do so to remain
at home.

Accurding to a story issuing
New from Washington, the L T nited
States Army possesses now a
Explosive Shell.
secret in a high explosive shell
which may revulutiunize the construction of battleships, and have a far-reaching effect upon the design
of future ships of war. General William Crozier, Chief
of Ordnance, declares that this explosive shell will
penetrate any war vessel now built. The army ordnance
uffices claim to have solved the greatestproblem in the
development of ordnance equipment in the discovery
of this high explnsive, which will be effective under
nurmal conditions and at average fighting distance.
Oeneral Crozier, while willing to announce the fact of
this most important discovery of army experts, carefully withholds all information regarding the properties of the new explosive. Tho shell can be sent threeugh
the heaviest armor-plate, and will not explode until
the armor has been penetrated through its entire thickness. A prominent naval architect and designer declares that warships have been designed un the supposition that their armor-plated sides could not bo
pierced by an explosive shell. He knows about the
army invention, and admits that the navy will not be
able to disregard it in its designs for battleships in the
future.
The

Army's

Attacks upon young women have
been occurring with much frequency in Boston and vicinity
lately. Cambridge has been the
scene of several brutal and unaccountable assaults, the
victims of which have been girls working as domestic
servants in the residential part of that city. It is supposed that these attacks weremade by the same person.
The police do not appear to liave any definite clue,
but we are told they are working liard to find the
miscreant.
Young Women
Attacked.

The remains of the "Bonanza King," John W.
Mackay, are still reposing in London, whence they
will be borne to America in September or (>ctober. A
requiem high Mass was said in St. Mary's Church.
Cadogan square, London, on last Tuesday morning,
for the repose of the soul of the dead millionaire, at
which many American and English friends of the family were prasent. Among others who attended was
Joseph H. Cheeate, United States Ambassador to (J reat
Britain.
Several riassachusetts towns and cities are celebrating "Old Heeme Week" this week. Festivities on
a large scale have takenplace at Salem, Beverly, Fitchburg, Attleburu and other places.
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WChatEdolicS
rs ay.
// They Did
" If our Catholic Democrats and Republicans
thought as much of their religion as they do of their
political theories, the civil and legal rights of Catholics
here and in the Philippines would be respected," says
the Catholic Columbian.

»

»

»

One Good Thing from the A. O. H.
The Catholic Union and Times tells us that tho
A.0.11. at its recent convention "adopted a resolution
to cultivate a healthier public sentiment with regard
to stage and newspaper caricatures of the Irish race."
It pledged its members not to rest until the buffoon
stage Irishman and prevalent stage atrocities disappear from view. "This is well," comments our esteemed contemporary. "The Irish race has become
too important a factor in the world's progress longer
to be introduced for the purpose of provoking the
mirth of the addle-pated 'superior races.' "
?

*

Must Be Catholics in Fact.

*

"Catholic members of our beneficial societies must
bo practical not in lip service, but in practical deeds,
if their beneficiaries are to receive their life insurance," remarks the Pittsburg Catholic. "The courts
so decree. To use a common but expressive saying,
some of them will have to get a'hustle on.' Catholics, members of these sucieties, who miss Mass
regularly, do not make their Easter Communion, are
addicted to the Howing bowl, and are guilty of other
things plainly inconsistent with the practical Catholic
life, must mend their ways to make their insurance
sure for their heirs. It is sound law that tho courts
decree."
?
?
?
Opportunities Near Home.
"Clayton, Miss., enjoys the unenviable distinction,"
says the Monitor, "of holding the latest negro-burning
bee. The victim was tied to a tree, the faggots piled
high about him, and then the father of the young woman whom he was accused of attacking applied the
match. The best citizens of that law-governed community gathered in large numbers to witness the
spoetaele. The missionary boards are so much engrossed in projects for saving the Catholic natives of
our distant colonies that they entirely overlook such
opportunities for pious interposition nearer home."
?

?

?

Concessions Had to Be Wrung from England.
Says the Australian : "Of the long list of concessions made to Ireland by her English rulers during the
last century, not one can be said to have been granted
merely because it was just and reasonable. No doubt,
there were Englishmen who all along advocated them
on these grounds; and when tho hour of each inevitable concession struck, minds already prepared for
surrender by considerations of a different kind became
at last open to arguments drawn from the principles of
justice and morality, which thus exercised a contributory, if somewhat belated, influence. But it will
hardly be disputed that such arguments were addressed to deaf ears, until the discontent of the Irish
natiun, nr of the largest part of it, had become ton
active and truublesome to be disregarded. At each
successive crisis there has been a repetition of the same
invariable series?disorder, coercion, concession."
?

*

»

Anti-Catholic Feeling at the Bottom of It.
"The charges against the friars," says the Pilot,
" are made on hostile authority, native and American.
Yet nobody ventures to deny that those much-abused
apostles converted the idolatrous natives into a nation
of Christians, among whom the rum-shop and the
brothel we're wholly unknown before the advent of our
civilizing arms. The wrongs against which the people rebelled were the evils of misgovornment by the
secular power, even as in Cuba, where there has been
no talk of tyranny or corruption on the part of the
Church authorities. No doubt the administration is
sincerely desirous of settling the question of the friars
peaceably and justly, if it can be done. But the blind
hatred of everything Catholic, on the part of su many
Protestants who covert power in our new possessions,
is at the bottom of the wholesale charges so loosely
made against the religious orders.''
?

?

?

How Contagion is Spread.
Says the Catholic Telegraph: " Crime is contagious.
But how is the contagion spread? It is spread by the
minute, sensational recitals of the daily papers which,
in the detailednarration of misdeeds, puts before persons who imagine themselves aggrieved, a description
of cases somewhat similar to their own, with an account of the desperate remedy adopted. The excited
minds of the aggrieved persons approve the unlawful

remedy, and it is resorted to without further question.
This question of the scandal-monging press is
a very serious one, and we sco only a way of mitigating
the evil, nut of eradicating it entirely. Let parents
refrain from reading accounts of crimes themselves,
and let them keep such accounts from the eyes of their
children. Let them provide their homes with a good
Catholic newspaper, and encourage their families to
take an interest in its contents."
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Those who know history aro well aware that the
seizure of the property held by the orders wrought
widespread havoc all over Europe, and was the immediatereason why the odious system of workhouse
relief had to be invented in order to avert universal
chaus and pestilence. In the Philippines there nover
has been any poorhouse system or pauperism of any
kind, so well did the friars fulfil their religious obligations. Taking their lands from them, by whatsoever form or under whatsoever name, is, in effect,
* * ?
taking away a sure resource of the poor, the sick and
Queer Advice to Catholic Students.
Says the Casket: "Tho boorishness displayed by the aged in their hour of need. To have such things
American public men who might well be supposed done in the name of progress and under pretense of a
capable of assuming the manners of a gentleman from superior civilization adds satire to the deception."
time to time is really astonishing. Mr. Joseph 11.
* * *
Choate, at present ambassador to Great Britain, once "For the Good of the
Service."
grossly insulted an Irish society in New York whose
The following from the Michigan Catholic is worth
guest he was; on another occasion, in the same city, considering: "It sometimes becomes necessary, 'for
he insulted the Earl of Aberdeen at a dinner given in the good of the service,' to dismiss incumbents from
honor of the governeir-general eef Canada. And now public positions or from employment in the service of
Mr. Kiiliu Roeit, Secretary of War, being invited to the city. The clause 'for the good of the service' is
address the students of Georgetown College at the sometimes a pretext and a cloak to enable an official
commencement exercises, thinks it quite proper to to give a position to a friend with a 'pull.' Howover,
use such offensive language a* this: Let patriotism we think that the cause given is sometimes well
and duty to your country, with allegiance to no creed founded. Some men work very hard to get a position
or church, be your controlling motive and lead you to in the public service and do very little service for the
hand duwn to posterity the spirit of American liberty public after they get the appointment. When these
and a patriotic love for the good government of the men arc discharged for indolence, neglect or drink,
nation.' "
they often seek to interject falsehood to protect or
»
cloak their inefficiency. One favorite defence is that
* «
A Little Mix-up.
there is a warfare against men of a certain nationality
"Archbishop Ireland," says the Catholic Transcript, or religion. Men ought to be honest with themselves
"agrees with Secretary Root in stating that the friars and with their neighbors and acknowledge that had
of the four orders
Augustinians, Dominicans, Fran- they worked at their religion and attended to business
ciscans and Recollects ?are personae non gratae to the as hard as they patronize the saloon, possibly there
Filipinos, and should go. Their reasons for the disaf- would have been no dismissal 'fur the good of the
fection of the people are not, however, the same. The service.' "
Secretary of War says that the monks of the four
* * *
orders are hated because they happen to be Spaniards. False Teachers of the People.
The Archbishop assigns fur the cause of the hostility
"Pure atheism does unfortunately appear to be the
of tho natives the fact that these friars were landlords- ideal goal towards which some who set themselves up
He invalidates Mr. Root's reason by informing us that as teachers of the people are drifting," says the New
the government is content to suffer the Jesuits, CapuWorld. "The other day there was published in one of
chins and Lazarists all gc°'' Spaniards
to remain. the daily papers an article claiming to contain a
The Secretary invalidates his Grace's reason by offer- description of the church of the future. The article
ing to buy the lands of these unpopular lords. The was written by a minister, who can not, however, bo
Archbishop and the administration evidently mean to called a minister of the Gospel of Christ. According
act as one, but St. Paul and Washington are a thou- tee him the church of the future will be a church for
sand miles apart."
men; that is, a church whoso work will be done when
?
men are comfortable hero on earth. There was ab*
*
Their Tune is Changed.
solutely no suggestion in tho article of a life beyond
" 'The friars must go' was for a good while the the grave, no suggestion that men have within them a
confident cry and assurance of the Imperialist papers," soul, no suggestion that there is a God Whose laws
says the Freeman's Journal. "But now it is beginning must be obeyed. This is nothing more than pure
to be recognized that they must not go unless they atheism. Man is put in the place of God, and it is the
themselves please, or their ecclesiastical superiors so means of obtaining earthly comfort that are wororder. Another noteworthy development is the ex- shipped. An article such as this caters to human
plosion of the imperialist fable about the universal selfishness and meanness; it makes a man think that
Filipino hatred of the friars, as to which the Washinghis life sheuld be spent in acquiring what will bring
ton Post says: 'The natural discontent felt by a few him happiness here, and when he has acquired all that
Filipino tenants against friar landlords was heralded will make him happy and comfortable, that then his
far and wide as a hatred which permeated all classes,' work is done. This may be popular writing, it may
whereas, ' on the contrary, the statement made in make the writer popular with a certain class; but it is
Manila that the great bulk of the Filipino parishioners strangely at variance with the thought of Christ when
are friendly to the friars is said in Washington to be He said, 'Lay not up for yourselves treasures here,
the truth.' Some worthy Catholics who are talking treasures which the moth and rust will destroy.' "
about ' retracting' would do well to wait a little fur
further developments in this and other directions Australian Protestants and Divorce.
The latest issue of the New Zealand Tablet to reach
which are sure to come."
m
us refers to a proposed divorce bill which, if it bea
a
Catholic Federation.
comes a law, will make divorce obtainable throughout
the Australian commonwealth on the ground of deserthe
when
first
proposed,
that,
fact
Commenting on
tion for only three years, or for habitual drunkenness
Catholic Federation was opposed by many as ill(no
period defined), or for aggregate imprisonment for
as
a
to
he
movement sure
misunderadvised, and
stood, and, therefore, to be strenuously opposed and only three years. "Such legislation," declares our
denounced by our Protestant fellow citizens, the Cath- esteemed contemporary, " strikes at the very foundaolic Mirror says:"The Federation was practically tion of tho stability of married life and is indeed a
formed two years ago. Since then it has not been de- standing invitation to married couples to have their
nounced, according tn prediction, It has received unions dissolved on the slightest possible pretext."
from intelligent Protestant and secular comment only The concern felt by Protestant members of the comthe attention which all movements deserving a place munity has, on this occasion, the Tablet tells us, taken
in contempurary history merit. In as far as criticism shape in the preparation of a circular and petition dishas been passed by non-Catholics, it has been, for the tributed and signed at the doors of all the Protestant
most part, wo might say, entirely favorable. Several churches, with the exception of the Wesleyans, the
of the leading Protestant journals have adverted to the members of this latter body having for some reason or
Eederation, only to chronicle its progress, and to view other refused to enter their protest against the Bill.
comment on this is
it, nut as a menace to the republic, but as possessing Our New Zealand contemporary's
Circulars and petitions are good in their
as of interest to Catholics, as follows: " earnestly
no political importance
that
this
hope
effort to defeat
way, and we
and for them, indeed an eminently proper motion for such retrograde legislation will be successful. We
thinking,
however,
that our Protestant
the union of laymen."
can not help
%
friends would do a great deal more to combat the
ere
would
they
revise their doctrinal position
divorce evil if
* *
Something Overlooked.
on the question and preach and teach in clear and un"In the excitement of controversy over the friars mistakabletones that divorce is absulutely and unconand their lands it has generally been overlooked that ditionally, always and everywhere, condemned by the
these religious bodies are precluded by their vows law of Christ. If tliat were done?if Protestantism were
as firm, clear, and unflinching in its doctrinal teaching
from holding any property for their own use," says
on this question as the Catholic Church has always
the Standard and Times. "All they have is held in been?the Federal Bill would not only have no hope
trust for the poor and the sick and the years-stricken. of passing; it could never even have been seriously
This trust has always been faithfully discharged.

'

?

?

?

;

;
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with the loyalty and solidarity which is implied in the punishment, that they could not bear to administer

above extract. Wo know it to be only too true, however, that the average Catholic keeps on buying papers
A LBTTEB in theNew York Evening Post enumerates
which continually contain ignorant or malicious atthe. reasons why New Mexico should be admitted to tacks upon his most cherished beliefs.
statehood. Among them is the fact that New Mexico's
present delegate is an Irishman, " raised in Canada
Some Plays of the Present Day.
and educated in Boston," who speaks four languages.
Permission to present a play by a more or less disWe don't see how New Mexico can be kept out, after
tinguished author having been refused, recently, by
that.
the British censor, the affair has caused a great deal of
A r_rw misguided people in Manila the foreign talk in certain circles in London which are given to the
colony being no doubt strongly represented among worship of Art (with a capital A). Briefly, the centhem?gave out last week that on Sunday, July 27, sor holds tho play to be immoral ?more grossly so, we
there would be an anti-friar demonstration in the cap- may suppose, than some which the censor has allowed
ital of the Philippines, which would be certainly one to pass, more than once?and Art-worshippers say the
?

of the most elaborate affairs of its kind ever attempted, either at home or abrnad. Timorous or

sensation-loving cable nun in Manila described in
touching language what was likely to occur when the
thousands upon thousands of people alleged to bo
opposed to the friars began to demonstrate. Rut
Sunday has passed, and Manila still stands. It is not
burned to the ground. The oarth has not run with
the. blood of any friars. There was no procession.
The demonstrators?just a fow?got together in a hall,
said things, passed resolutions and quietly dispersed.
The anti-friar demonstration simply was a failure;
and this is another proof that this anti-friar sentiment
exists largely in the imaginations of newspaper correspondents, Protestant missinnarios, and uther such
übservers.
The negutiations regarding Catholic interests in the
Philippines that have been in progress during the last
few weeks between our government and the Holy See
have boon suspended for the time being, to be taken
up later at Manila. From the best information avail-

able, considerable advancement towards a better understanding of the nature of the questions at issue has
been made. Tho stand and deliver order first given by
our crude diplomatists was succeeded by movements
and messages characterized by greater tact and the
amenities usually observed in civilized life. The contention now sn strenuously insisted on by interested
parties, that "Rome has yielded all our demands or is
seeking an easy way consistent with its pretensions of
doing so," need trouble no one. Nor is there any more

foundation for the childish assertion of certain astute
politicians that "it is disrespectful to tho Holy Father
Catholic papers, to discuss the questions at issue." There is also from the same source a
plain intimation that whatever may finally be done?
the expelling of the friars, the foisting on a Catholic
people of a school system they do not want and will
not use?all this we must accept not simply as having
been accepted by the Holy Father, but as having been
preferred tee all other possible arrangements by him.
We know, however, that if tho Pope yields any Catholic interest he will do so as the lesser of two evils,
and under compulsion. Nor should his gentlemanly
and Christian language and courteous treatment of
for Catholics, or

our representative be construed as evidence that he
is satisfied with what he must accept.

Baptists* Opinions of Us.
The Watchman (Baptist) "regrets to say" that
some Protestants in America, when discussing the
missionary opportunity offered by the Philippines,
have used language that might imply that " they regarded the establishment of American sovereignty as
a Protestant triumph." We are glad to see our
esteemed cuntempurary deprecating that misguided
zeal which has been su prominent a feature of Protestant utterance since the Spanish war. Another
editorial opinion to be found in the sanio issue of the
Watchman is not quite so much to the point. It is, in
fact, incorrect. Here it is:
? No daily paper or journal which expects any cirventures to print anyculation among its adherents
thingderogatory to the Roman Church, under penalty
of Roman Catholics. While
of losing the patronage
to patronize papers which often
continue
Protestants
Romanists, H many
reflect, sharply on their churches,
not
do so."
publishers lien,- learned, will
We heartily wish that Catholics could be credited
?

?
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it. They laughed at liim when a baby, and continuod
to laugh when he was no longer a child, but a responsible being, for whose future they were answerable to
God. They followed the same course with Lizzie.
Suddenly they discover that Lizzie and Johnny are
both grown up. They have arrived at the dangerous
and they are rushing to destruction, heedless of
their parents' warnings, admonitions and threatenings.
Johnny and Lizzie no longer care for their parents.

age,

Secretly, if not openly, they despise them.
It is very sad to see this spirit in a boy. It is worse
still to notice it in a girl. Yet a brief walk on any of
these summer evenings will show how many girls are
acting in public places in a manner which indicates an
ensor was never more mistaken in his life. Among utter lack of home training. The seaside resorts and
people who know possibly as much about art as, and other places of amusement are thronged with very
surely more about morality than, the objectors to the yuung girls in company with evil-faced young men. It
censor's decision, tho censor, however, is applauded is pathetic. One feels that in many cases it will be
and the play condemned. A writer in the Fori nightly tragic.
The New York Sun the other day, noting the caso of
Review, discussing the play and the pretence upon
a
father
whei punished his daughter for guingto one of
which it is defended, gives an opinion of recent plays
beaches
these
against his consent, has some sensible
true,
lie says:?
in general which rings
words
this matter. They are worth rememsay
too
to
in
many
truth,
wlmt is the trade to which
"But, in
people of capacity have dedicated themselves in rebering by parents who let their children go to perdicent years? It all claims to be Art; and sometimes it
tion because they are too lazy or too fuulish to punish
claims to be Art and morality; impossible and disthem. Says the Sun:
tressing ideas are announced as strong situations':
"A good sound strapping, switching or spanking
the nearer an author can come to vile language withshould be given to disobedient daughters inclined to
out incurring prosecution tho more interesting ' his
go to beaches or elsewhere against their parents' con'problem' is pronounced to be. What is it all but the
Young girls, sometimes incredibly foolish and
sent.
purveying of coarse literature for the prurient? "
ignorant of danger, too often have a scandalous excess
of liberty. They go where they please, with whom
Filipino Culture and the "Herald."
they please, and stay till what hour they please. Vulgarity and coarsening of their natures and habits are
The Boston Herald is showing signs of lucidity. Up
the least detriment which they are likely to get in
to the present, its editorials upon the Philippines and
these pilgrimages to anywhere with Tom, Dick and
tho Filipino! have lacked clearness. Tho reader was
Harry. The fate of the Lawrence girl at Good Ground
reminded continually, while perusing them, of a man
is not the darkest fate that may come to any one of
these unschooled and unrestrained children. Too
writing in the dark. It is the report of Dr. Harris,
often the parent is as foolish as the child. It is not
Education
in
the
United
States,
of
Commissioner
the modern fashion, hut a dose of oil of birch is needed
which is responsible for the Herald's recent illuminby headstrong daughters plunging blindly toward the
ation. This report contains an interesting summary
bad."
of the school work which has been long in progress in
That is the kind of good, erldiashiuiied, sensible docthe Philippines; and considering the information it trine which needs to be enunciated and acted upon,
prosents, the Herald is moved to say:
again and again, in these days of mawkish sentimental" We should guard ourselves against an egotistical, ity. Cruelty and harsh dealing with children are alnot to say a Pharisaical, notion that we are carrying
ways to be deprecated,but there are times when justice
the bread of knowledge to a people who have hitherto
and mercy both demand summary measures.
sat in darkness. There are other school systems than
Massachusetts,
that of
and they are not utterly foolish
IMMEDIATE WORK FOR THE FEDERATION.
and useless. Some persons and some newspapers apThe Catholic Federation which meets in Chicago
pear to think that the Filipinos are a people as
destitute of knowledge and religion as the people of
next week ought to appoint a committee of reputable
some other South Sea islands whom we discovered in
citizens of national reputation to visit the Philippines
a condition of barbarism, and have had the honor of
and examine on the spot the various questions in which
enlightening and regenerating them to the verge of
Catholic citizens are especially interested. Is our
extinction.
government doing everything possible tv gain the good
are,
in the main, a very decent folk
" The Filipinos
more
will
of the Filipinos? The Secretary of War says that
intelligent.
They
have
had
schools
of
fairly
and
or less worth for centuries and have profited by them.
it is one of the main purposes of our government to
The weight of evidence concerning them, both that
conciliate our wards in the Philippine Islands, and that
published by competent observers before we ever
it is in furtherance of this praiseworthy motive that
thought of them as subjects of this nation, and that
uur government insists on the deportation of the friars.
of the more intelligent and candid of our own observconcern
ourArchbishop Nozaleda says that the great _ody of Cathmilitary,
since we began to
ers, civil and
selves about them, is that they are a peaceably inolics in those Islands are anxious to have the friars
clined people, that they are literate, probably more so
return to their parishes, and that it is our governthan the people of several European nations, that
ment officials, pressed by Prutestant missionaries,
they are earnestly religious, and that they are unWhat are the facts ?
vices,
who object to this return.
such as drunkenness
commonly free from social
Protestant
proimmorality,
that work havoc in nations
teachers say that one great
Many of the
and gross
fessing a higher civilization."
cause of the people's discontent and dissatisfaction
We haveknown some " intelligent Catholics " who with our government is our government's determinaread tho Herald to assert, on the Herald's authority, tion tv force on the people a system of schools which
that the Filipinos were little better than savages. We the people will not use, and that as a consequence the
wonder what these superior creatures will think of people are obliged to support two sets of schools. Is
the Herald's brand-new set of opinions on the matter. this true? There are many other questions we want to
kn.ew all about. This investigation must not be exA SUMMER HINT TO PARENTS.
peesed to any political suspicion, and therefore the
The haphazard manner in which too many parents members of the committee should be well known
allow their children to gruw into manhood and womanRepublicans. The members should be citizens of
hood is a phase of our modern life which it is hard to German and Canadian extraction, and one, perhaps, of
view without gluumy feelings for the future. The Irish lineage. They should be empowered by our
young man and woman of the present day, nut yet uut government, or, at any rate, their mission should have
of their teens, are too often uncontrollable by their pathe approval of the government and be recommended
rents. The reason is simple. The father and mother -lid to our officials in the Islands. To meet the expenses
nut begin the training and restraining in time. Johnny of such a commission the Federatieen must make some
was so "cute" when he was saucy ami deserved condign provision. The providing of such means, we imagine}

c
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kind of stuff the Independent palms off un its unsusDoes the Independent imagine fur a moment that any
as
"the
best
source
fair-minded
trustworthy
man, Protestant or Catholic, will doubt
fur
pecting readers
the
Committee
which
heard
Taft
the
truth
facts." If
Senate
of the Archbishop's word? Will any Protesoff
last winter spin
his fairy tales was anxious to get tant, knowing why Mr. Taft was sent to the Philipall the facts, it would have heard tho other side.
pines, and cunsidering what he is expected to say and
Is it not a shame that the friars' side of this case do, and considering also his limited opportunities,
was never heard? Right Rev. Bishop Chapelle, the take his testimonybefore the testimony of Archbishop
recent apostolic delegate to the Philippines, a well Nozaleda? In answer, therefore, to the Independent's
known and popular American citizen, fur many years a mud-slinging and to its challenge: "Probably the best
uf Washington, and, consequently, as every source fur trustworthy facts is to be found in the testithat
the
Sackeu
Hkart
Review
has
resident
well
known
It is
no political affiliations. In a matter of this kind there one knows, well known to the members of the Senate mony before the Philippine Commission," we reply:
is probably no choice between the two great parties. Committee, was not invited to tell the Committee what No, Archbishop Nozaleda and men liko him aro the
"best source of trustworthy facts." At any rate, no
The Catholic citizens of this country have a right to he saw and learned during his long stay and his exin
the
There
is
ceptional
epportunities
Philippines.
the
controversies
surone
can pretend to have all the facts until he has heard
all
the
facts
involved
in
know
rounding the friars, the schools and the treatment of reasun to believe that he was willing, if not anxiuus, tv the other side. The government does not allow the
our Catholic wards in the Philippines. The investi- appear, and that the Committee knew all this. Again, other side to be made known, because it is afraid of
gation will cost the government nothing, and in tho why was ho not invited? Was it for the same reason the truth. But tho American people have a right to
made it so difficult tv get the evidence of " the know the facts, and surely must be able, in spite of all
face of its fair promises we can not see how it can that
threats, to get all necossary information.
tho
water
cure" before the same Committee?
Should
co-operatiun.
government,
refuse its
Henry Loom is Nelson in the Boston Herald, though
however, refuse to recognize the committee selected
and CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
by the Federatiun to go to the Islands or commend its sympathizing, as he makes it clear, witii the work
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
work to government officials, the Federation should purpose of the Committee, says of Mr. Lodge, the

might not to be a very difficult matter. The Catholic
papers of the country, which have received lately so
much gratuitous and unnecessary advice, would doubtless help to raise such a fund. The SacreiiHeart Review is prepared tv give nne thousand dollars, and we
aro very confident that our readers will give ten times
as much, to defray the expenses of such a cummission.
Let the whole question be carefully gone into at
Chicago. There are no politics " in the suggestion.

"

send its committee anyway, and procure for our Cath-

chairman:
I think from time to time that I have pretty well
" Mr. Lodge, although quite ready to call a Filipino
whose testimony he was certain would be in favor of
reached the bottom of Protestant misapprehension of
his side of the question, declined to call Filipinos who
THE "INDEPENDENT" ANGRY.
the Roman Catholic Chinch; but really it does appear
would surely testify on the other side."
as
if there was no bottom to it. I do not mean merely
made
its
last
week's
a
number
was
not
Independent
why
Archbishop
Chapelle
The
Is this tho reason
among the vulgar, the Lansings and J. T. Christians,
through which it served its readers with all the
?

olic citizens full information.

called?

sewer

The spiritual director of Roosevelt, Taft, Rout and
us that this cuuntry never know
loftier, more unselfish, patriots than it has in these
heroes, paragons, and demi-gods, and calls upon
"AmericanCatholics to trust the government." Will
ho bo good enough to tell us why the government does
respoctablo secular journals of tho country and decent not give us the other side uf the Philippine friar quesCatholic papers never publish immoral charges against tion? Henry Loomis Nelson in the same letter quoted
above says that Secretary Root " was concealing facts
any one, even when they may be true.
in
charges
false,
when
as
this (regarding the water-cure) from the American people
The making uf such
be
law.
punished
by
which they had a right to knuw, and which were
case of the Independent, should
false,
forced nut through aid of those who wore confinally
The Independent's charges against the friars are
filth ever uttered against the friars. This was apparently to punish Catholics on account of the positinn
Catholic oditors have taken on the Philippine question.
Such conduct is unbecoming in the Independent, which
claims to be a religiuus papor. This yielding to anger
is liable to stifle reason and warp one's judgment. The

and it is difficult to understand why this fact shuuld
nut be well knuwn at this late day in the uffice of the
Independent. There is a standing reward of $1,000 for
every case of the kind mentioned by the Independent

branches assures

Not long since I was struck utterly aghast to see in
the Tablet a quotation from the lato Professor Levi
Paine, of Bangor Seminary, Maine. Paine is extolled
among a school of the Congregationalists, and I see

aisu by the Churchman, as a veritable genius in the
development of the true doctrine of the Trinity, which
it seems consists in the substitution of Semiarianism
as the genuine teaching of Athanasius and Nicaea, for
the doctrine of the Trinity as the Christian world has
ducting tho investigation." If the Secretary is thus held it through the ages.
I have nu thought of dobating this matter, which is
shown to have "concealed facts" regarding one abuse
American
people
which
the
have
a
above
Philippines
my level, although I see yet no occasion for
in the
that
he
good
is
there
not
reason
to
fear
that Paine and his master Ilarnack underimagining
know,
right to
have
people
other
facts
which
American
the
doctrine of the first Oecumenical Council
is concealing
stand
for
the
Independent
know
?
It
is
childish
than
the Universal Church has understood it.
better
a right to
spiritual
director
the
the
uf
including
uthers,
Semiarianism is no new thing, and the attempt to
and
for
wishing
berate
American
citizens
re-introduce it need occasion no surprise. What will
government, to

which it can prove. Let it send the evidence over the
bridge tv the International Catholic Truth Society,
Arbuckle Building, Fulton street, Brooklyn, and collect the money. The religious urders have been trying
to know the facts.
for years to find someone to win this money.
Gentlemen, don't attempt to throw dust in our eyes,
The Independent says:?
" Probably the best source for trustworthy facts is or try to make it a crime in us to question the motives
to be found in the testimony before the Philippine
or tho wisdomof the conduct of our government in the
Commission."
management of uur own affairs. The American people
Why dues nut the Independent, uso that testimuny to have a right to know what their servants are doing,
get that 81,000? For the simple reason that it knows have a right and duty to see that no man ur set of
very well that " the testimony before the Philippine men is doing injustice in the name of the people. We
Commission" is not testimony, and that it would not have a right to know all the facts. Tho Senate Combe admitted by any court in this country as competent mittee, influenced by someone, last winter suppressed
evidence. This so-called testimony was collected in these facts. Why? Will the Independent, the spiritual
this way, to use the words of the report:?
director of the government, or someone else, tell us?
"Each commissioner was expected to conduct invesThere is the best of evidence to prove that the astigations and examinations on the subjects assigned
sertion
of Secretary Root that the Catholic Filipinos
to him. Much formal evidence was taken and tranwill
allow the friars to return to thoir parishes is
not
scribed, but more was gathered from informal converfrom being true that these same people have
so
far
was
no
stenographer
present."
sations when
been clamoring for the return of the friars to their
We are now quoting from the repurtof this Commisparishes, and that- our government, yielding to the
sion in Senate Document No. 112 of the Congressional
pressure of Protestant missionaries, will not allow
Record. Commissioner-General Taft, who alone in- them to return. Here is what Archbishop Nozaleda
vestigated the case against the friars, does not quote a of Manila says on the subject :?
single line of testimony against them. He simply gives
" It is true that the friars are in the convents in
Manila, but this fact is due not to the hostility of the
his conclusions from the testimony given, and of this
population, hut to the opposition of the American
testimony he did not understand a word. It had to be
Indeed, the people are continuously callauthorities.
translated and interpreted fur him. But the bishups, ing for their return to the parishes. It is the Ameripruvincials and others who testilied pronounced the
can Protestant missionaries who, by their intiuence
stories, palmed off on Taft, false. Taft gives us the
with the authorities, secure the absence of the religious. It is very sad. If any of the religious has recharacter of these witnesses as follows:
turned he has been received joyously and festively
many educated gentlemen
" There were, of course,
by the population, but bidden to return to Manila by
bishops
.The
among
the friars
of high moral standards
oreler of the military commandant."
and provincials who testified were all of this class."
Regarding the aspersions cast upon the friars, the
of
Opposed to the evidence of these "gentlemen
Archbishop said:?
high moral standards" werea few, probably not half-aof a campaign of calumny in" These are the result by
dozen altogether, A. P. A. Filipinos whose stories, on
and
circulated
a group of natives, themvented
account of their well known bias, would not be acselves irreligious. Their information was taken by
the Taft Commission."
cepted in this country by any jury. Yet this is the
?

and such like rabble, nor even amongthe ordinary educated, but among those who are regarded as standing
on the summit of theological scholarship.

Catholics say, however, when I tell them that Professor Paine speaks, with evidently full belief, of"the
movement of which we hear as now on foot among
the Roman Catholics"?l quoto him almost literally
"for introducing the Virgin Mary into the Godhead,
thus converting the Trinity into a qttaternity, of which
the Virgin will practically be the head"?
Catholics will not be able to believe their eyos. I
was hardly able to believe my own. The Tablet expresses extreme indignation. I own, however, that
fur my feelings the case is beyond this. It engenders
rather a senso of appalling hopelessness. What possible guarantee can there be for dealing with the Catholic Church on the footing of a Christian body, in any
sense, when a man holding among the Protestants of
this country the theological rank of this just deceased
Professor, can say such a tiling?
We can understandthe charge that verymany Catholics
almost doify the Virgin. There is always great danger
that the creature will render to the creature the honor
duo only to the Creator. Sometimes the luwer the
eroaturetho greater the danger, sometimes the higher.
Four hundred years ago authorized catechisms in Germany warned the faithful that if they had rested on
the merits of Mary or the saints as of independent
value, they were guilty of idolatry. The Holy See, it
appears, has condemnedand forbidden the expression:
" Virgin, command thy Son." That divine who
speaks as if in some way the Almighty was under übligation to Mary for her consent to the Incarnation,
which consent is itself a fruit of Divine grace, is doubtless liable to severe rebuke. The great advocate uf
the "Glories of Mary," St. Alphonso Liguori, reminds

his readers that, although promoted to be the first
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of all simple creatures, Mary is simply a croaturo still;
that her intercession, however efficacious, is only a
derivative form of the mediation of her Son; and that,
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with all other creatures, she is forever subject to Sunday, Aug. 3.

Sunday.
Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle, I CorinEleventh
It is a singular blessing from God when He so
Christ's authority.
The
darkens
and impoverishes the soul as to leave in it
St.
Mark
vii.
31-37.
gospel,
1-10;
thians
xv.
Thus the most extreme laudation of Mary never furfor all nothing which can lead it astray. And that it may not
of
contains
gospel
today
great
encouragement
gets the infinite distancebetween her and the Godhead.
go astray, it has nothing to do but to walk in the
those who are interested in the salvation of souls. Our
I have never seen anything approaching to the declarbeaten path of the laws of God and of the Church,
divine Lord has come through the midst of the coasts
living solely by faith, übscure and true, in assured
ation of Henry the Eighth's favorite slave, Thomas
Galilee, and one deaf and hepe and perfect charity, looking for all its blessings
Cranmer, that it was a merit to love that bluody and of Decapolis to the Sea of
was bremght to Him for healing. The charitable in heaven.
sensual tyrant as much as one loved God; a declaration dumb
Fighting the battle of life
who brought this afflicted persun to the feet of
persons
\u25a0which seems to have drawn out not one word of rebuke
With a weary heart and head,
would lay His hand upon
Jesus
Him
that
He
besought
from his fellow abjects of Henry's episcopate.
For
in the midst of the strife
Jesus, taking him aside from the multiDean Stanley, quoted by Dr. Ganss, says of a day in him. Then
The banners of joy are fled.
His fingers into the deafened ears, and spitFighting the whole day long
Italy, that he "saw the worst of Popery; as it was the tude, put
He
the speechless tongue, and looking
ting,
touched
With a very tired hand;
day of the Assumption of the Virgin," and adds,
and
said
which
With
groaned,
Ephpheta,
only my armor strong,
to
He
up
heaven,
"there was much that I disagreed in; but I can bear
The shelter in which I stand.
a pious belief or tradiopened.
means,
Be
thou
It
is
testimony that they kept throughout within the limits
tion that St. Mark wrote down in his gospel what he Monday.
of veneration, without idnlatry."
heard from St. Peter's lips; and it does seem as though
He will never attain to perfection who will not labor
Stanley is a scholar. Not of the deepest,T take it.
oc- to be satisfied with this: that all his natural and
miracle,
some
this
which
eye-witness
favored
of
but sufficiently above Professor Paine of Bangor to exapart from tho crowd, had narrated it point by spiritual desires shall be satisfied in the absence of all
cuse us from any attempt to put the latter on a level I curred
that is not God. This is most necessary for an abiding
point as he saw it take place before him. When that
with him. Stanley, not as a scholar, but as a Protespeace and tranquility of spirit.
was spoken, then immediately?with
tant Christian, finds in Italy itself, that Land of Mary word, Ephpheta,
Fighting alone tonight,
no further delay?the wonderful deed was wrought on
With not evena stander-by
par eminence, notevenanyproctfcandolatryofthe Virthe deaf and dumb man; immediately his ears were
To cheer me on in the fight,
"the
limits
of
veneration."
gin, nothing transcending
i opened, and the string of his tongue was loosed, and
Or to hear me when I cry.
As an historical schular of eminent rank he cuuld nut
Tuesday.
And
our
Lord
them
tell
though
he spuke right.
bade
even apprehend the pussibility that the imagination uf
no one, yet the more He charged them, so much the
The worth of love does not consist in high feelings,
theologian
any one having some claim to be called a
but
in detachment: in patience under trials for the
deal
did
and
so
much
the
they
publish
it,
more a groat
could be so distorted as to suppose conceivable a Cathof God Whom we love. What does he know who
sake
He
hath
done
things
all
more did they wonder, saying:
does not know how to suffer with Christ?
olic movement for overturning the very foundations of
well; He hath made both the deaf to hear, and the
Christian doctrine, and receiving as a Fourth Person
Only the Lord can hear,
dumb to speak. There are many consoling thoughts
Only the Lord can see,
of the Godhead that holy woman whom all the ages
for us all to be drawn from this gospel. First, for
The
struggle within, how dark and drear,
have accounted blessed, but a creature still. In what
seem to ourselves, as it were,
Though quiet the outside be!
ourselves.
At
times
we
Seminary
have
a daze must the authorities of Bangor
deaf and dumb, unable to understand clearly what is Wednesday.
been, when they chose as their chief professor a man
said for our benefit, unable to speak as we wuuld,
This is tho work of hope, to direct the eyes of the
capable of entertaining this blasphemous chimera!
as we would, dv the great good that we wuuld. soul tv God. What shall hinder God from doing His
write
Although
so much
I am going to make a little boast.
Let us carry our trouble simply and humbly to the own will in a soul that is resigned, detached, and
inferior to Stanley as a scholar and divine, not tv be feet of Jesus. Lot its cell Him, Who understands us
self-annihilated?
named in the same day with him, I know something thoroughly without a word, huw utterly stupid, how
Lord. I would fain be still
that he never found out. Iliad discovered this Cath- deaf and dumb, we seem tv uurselves. That very
And quiet behind my shield;
part will win His tenderness
olic plot to deify Mary lifty-nine years ago. It was act of humility on our
But make me tee own Thy will
and helpful pity. In His own good time tic will help
For fear I should ever yield.
communicated to me in all confidence by a worthy us to speak, write, act, for His glory and in II is service.
Swedenborgian dame, and I received the intelligence Perhaps, too, wo are very anxious and troubled over Thursday.
with horror, but with ingenuous youthful confidence. dear souls who refuse to gu tv cunfession. The Paschal
Some have not patience enough to wait (Joel's help;
Tho Swodenborgians, we know, detest tho doctrine of season passes, and they have not made their Easter others in rest and quietness make much advancement.
years go by, and they never enter He Who takes care of the beasts of the field will nut
the Trinity. They declare the whole Trinity to be duty. Possibly long
a confessional. They aro spiritually dumb. Or we furget you.
concluded within the person of Jesus Christ, Who is have non-Catholic friends for whuse conversion to the
Nothing but perfect trust
Himself, they say, Father, Son and Holy Ghost. No true faith we are passionately yearning for many years,
And love of Thy perfect will
wonder therefore if they' are ready to blaspheme the and they will not hear the Church's voice. They reCan raise me out of the dust,
roal Trinity, and to propagate these monstrous tales. fuse to let us speak to them on such matters. They
And bid my fears be still.
are spiritually deaf. Wo may carry on the idea to our
However, it is unly their ignorant laity that do this,
Friday.
nations,
whole nation, tv other
to the heathen,?how
so far as I know, and these put the imagined plot back deaf they often seem to
the call of God, how dumb Whatever the blessed voice of authority says to you,
to tho Council of Nice. The Congregatiunalists (of when they should bo voicing His praise! Now uur open your ear and obey. Say to yourselves that each
course not the roal scholars of Andover Seminary) seem duty, and our comfort, ton, must be to bring the needs action which is prescribed to you is an appointed
place of he >ly meeting which God deigns to assign to
to be improving upon the Swedenborgians. Thoy have uf these deaf and dumb ones to our Lord. We must
you. You will find Him there as the Samaritan
earnest
faith
to
work
His
miracle
beseech
Him
with
brought down the insane attempt to our own time, and
of grace and healing for them; to touch them, by some woman found Jesus at the well of Jacob: He is there
encourage us to expect soon to see the Catholic Church sermon or book or by the groat example of a holy life; with His grace, His strength, His sweet love, with the
forsaking tho doctrine of One Cod in Throe Persons and to say to them that powerful word, Ephpheta, so living water which quenches your thirst forever; in a
which she has taught from the beginning, and coming that hereafter they shall hear His voice, and speak word, He is there : it is to say all.
right, and obey Hi* blessed will. Only let us be patient
Even as now my hands
out as an avowedly heathen body.
persevere in uur prayers with an
and
and
fervent,
So doth my folded will
the
luwest
of
Protestant
pit
Said I nut well that in
undiscuuraged and holy hope. The answer will come
Lie waiting Thy commands
a
pit?
there
is
ever
lower
Do
opening
unintelligence
in His own time and way. And when it comes, we
Without one anxious thrill.
not let us flatter ourselves that we have reached the must not forget to thank our Blessed Lord for His
Lord, fix mine eyes upon Thee,
And fill my heart with Thy love,
bottom here. We do notknow what abyss yawns below great goodness to us; we must cry out joyfully, He
hath done all things well. Nay, more. That cry ought
And keep my soul till the shadows flee,
this again.
expression of our heart'sd eep trust
And the light breaks forth above.
Our excellent friend Dean Hodges scandalized us to be tho constant
in
goodness, His watchful care of us. Saturday.
unfailing
God's
agu
by
astonishing
discovery
time
his
some
not a little
His unceasing love. In tho dark as in the light we
The freshness of a living hupe in God inspires the
that tho Immaculate Conception means, that Mary had should say with loyal faith, Ho hath deeiie all things
what
this
soul
with such energy and resulutiun, with such ascompared
However,
is
to
father.
no human
well. The day will come when we shall see clearly
pirations after the tilings eef eternal life, that all this
as
her
much
a
creature
as
before.
now
that
all
things,
literally
believe,
This
leaves
what
we
all
Paino?
them that love world seems to it?as indeed it is?in comparison with
Paine tells us that, not God, by His act, which indeed things, work together unto good to
what it hopes for, dry, withered, dead, and worthless.
God.
would be impossible, but the Church, by her mere
All earthly joys shall fail at last,
Monday, Aug. 4.
command, is likely soonto transubstantiate Mary, who
All earthly loves grow cold,
St. Dominic, Confessor.
Save loves by that one love made fast
has been undisputedly a creature for two thousand Tuesday, Aug. 5.
he assures us, into the
To Jesus and His fold.
Dedication of St. Mary of the Snows.
years into the Creator, and,
One aim there is of endless worth,
the
Creator.
Wednesday,
Aug.
6.
of
chief form
One sole sufficient love,?
Transfiguration of Our Lord.
after dealing with his
How fortunate for Foster that
Tv
do
Thy will, O God, on earth,
Thursday, Aug. 7.
obapter Paine'* lunatic blasphemies have come
And reign with Thee above.
St. Cajotan, Confessor.
Alongside of them Foster appears a Friday, Aug. 8.
From joys that failed my soul to till,
nto our view.
soundly Catholic divine.
St. Cyriacus and his Companions, Martyrs.
From hopes that all beguiled.
and
grave
great and
To
rest in Thy dear will,
changeless
Starbuck,
C.
Charlks
Saturday, Aug. 9.
Jesus
call
Thy child.
Martyr.
Lawrence,
of
St.
O
1
Vigil
Mass
Andover.
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CRuecrligeonts omment.
ITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES
Martinique.
It is not rash to say that of all the August magazines
this year not one contains a paper that will prove to
bo in itself of such permanent historical value as the
Century's midsummer holiday number, which has the
most authentic account of the last days of St. Pierre
that will ever be given to the world. Honor is reflected
upon the editor by his own words of introduction to
the " Graphic Record of the Martinique Disaster, being
a Letter Written by the Vicar-General of the Island in
the Form of a Journal (May 2-21, 10021 to the Absent
Bishop of the Diocese." This introduction is as follows " At the very beginning of the disturbances on
Mont Pelce which resulted in the destruction' of St.
Pierre on May S, the bishop of Martinique, Monseigneitr dc Cormont, was in Paris. The historic lotter
which follow* was written to him in French by the
Very Rev. G. Parel, vicar-general ami administrator
[for the timo being] of the diocese of Martinique, by
whom a ceepy of it was given to theKev. Joseph K. MacGrail, IJ. S. N., chaplain of the ' Dixie,' in response
to a request for information concerning the disaster,
during that vessel's visit of relief to Fort-de-France in
the latter part of May. It is perhaps not too much to
say of this narrative that it is indispensable to the
history of the events of those terrible days. It recalls
the loss detailed account by the younger Pliny of tho
great eruption of Vesuvius (reprinted in this number).
Bather, it suggests the record tho elder Pliny might
have made, had he survived that catastrophe. One is
at a loss which to admire the more, the specific clarity
uf its testimuny un many impnrtant points, or the
touching sympathy and lofty courago which pervade
it. As a contribution to the melancholy record it has
unique and lasting interest and value. The translation
is by Miss Aline Gorren.?Kiiitoh." We desire to
call attention, in passing, to the ease and smoothness
of the translation, something which is of no slight
importance in tho value ufa ducument so truly monu-

:

mental.
Life in the Doomed City.
The copy of Vioar-General Parel's letter to his
bishop is folluwed, in the Century, by a second article,
heaelod "Life in the Doomed City: as Reflected in the
Treading Newspaper of St. Pierre, Lex Colonies, in its
editions for May 1-7, the Week Previous to the Disaster." To quote from the intruductiun: "The material
which is here presented is, so far as we know, the only
full translation of the notes and articles in the abovementioned newspaper referring to the disturbances of
Mont Pelee or to life in St. Pierre at the time. It
constitutes an historical document of rare importance
and interest. Like the remarkable letter of M. Parel
which precedes, these newspapers were furnished to
the Century by the Rev. Joseph F. MacGrail, U. S. V,
chaplain uf the 'Dixie,' who relates below the circumstances under which he procured them." It was well
for science and religion both, that a Catholic chaplain
was on board the "Dixie." According to the account,
the relief-ship arrived at Fort-de-France Wednesday
morning, May 21, and"the chaplain at once made his
visits of ceremony and met many priests." Naturally
the brotherly feeling and keen Catholic sympathy that
would at once arise between the clergy of the afflicted
island and the priestly newcomer led to an interchange
of ideas that found practical result in these truly historical articles. For instance, Father MacGrail says:
"A remark made to me by the Rev. Jean Alteroche of
Morne Vert, near St. Pierre, concerning an article by
Professor Landes that had appeared in Lex Colonies, a
daily paper, reminded me that naturally the local
newspapers wuuld give the most accurate account of
the events preceding the eruption." He succeeded in
obtaining with some difficulty a file of these precious
papers, and sixteen pages of the Century are filled with
extracts carefully dovetailed together, and with four
The article ends as
very interesting illustrations.
follows: "Almost the last word of the editor is this:
'Our offices being closed tomorrow, our next number
will not appear until Friday.' Alas! for St. Pierre
there was no Friday!" An account of"The Catastrophe in St. Vincent, Narrow Escapes'from the
Soitfriere Observations and Narratives uf Two F.yoWitnesses" follows these valuable writings.
?

St. Pierre's Last Day.
We quote from Vicar-General Parel's account as
follow*?it is but one instance of the vital intensity,
the heroic sanctity, that breathes throughout it, liftPliny did notdream:
ing it indeed to a height of which
Tiik Asiknsidn. This date
"Tiit'KKiiAV, May _.
should be written in blood! Toward fouro'clock in the

morning a violent thunder-storm, with torrents of
broke over Fort-de-France.
Toward eight
o'clock the horizon in the north, in the direction of
the volcano, was as black as ink.
What was
At eleven o'clock the
happening at St. Pierre?
' Marin set out to reconnoiter. It witnessed a sight
appalling beyond imagination! St. Pierre was nothing
but one vast brazier! When the truth, like the funeral
knell of Martinique, reached us at about one o'clock,
a cry of horror went up not to be described. I will
not try to give a picture of such scenes. To write of
them would take the pen of Dante and the accents of
Jeremiah. I learn that a boat is to be sent out to
rescue the wounded. lam fortunate enough tee obtain
We
a place in it, together with one of my vicars.
say toeeiirselves that, at least, a great part of tho pop
But St. Pierre,
illation must have had time to flee!
that city this morning alive, full of human souls, is
no more! It lies consumed before us, in its windingsheet of smoke and cinders, silent and desolate, a city
of the dead. We strain our eyes for fleeing inhabitants, for men returning to bury their hist emcs. We
With what profound emotion I raise
see no one!
my hand over these thirty-live thousand victims sleeping, in thoir dread tomb, their last sleep! Beloved
and unfortunate beings, old men, women, children,
young girls, fallen so tragically, we weep over you,
we, the unhappy survivors of this desolation, while
you, purified by the peculiar virtue and the exceptional
merits of the horrible sacrifice, have arisen, on this
triumphal day of your Lord, to triumph with Him,
and to receive from His own hand the crown of glory!
It is in this hope that we seek the strength to survive
Who will ever describe the lamentations that
you
must haverisen from the dying city into tho bosom of
a merciful God?" The heart of man receives a now
impetus of faith in reading this cry of heroic faith from
these sacerdotal lips in the midst of this unequalled
scene of woe. He reminds his bishop of tho twentyfour priests who are among the dead, " eleven of
them of the secular clergy, and the thirteen Reverend
Fathers of St. Esprit";?and also of "that group
of young vicars, of deserving young professors"; and
religious women:
" that holy company of seventy-one
twenty-eight Sisters of St. Paul dc Chartres, twentythree Sisters of St. Joseph dc Cluny, and ten Sisters
dc la Delivrande"; also " the two orphan asylums, the
workshop and the asylum of Ste. Anne [wherel mistresses and scholars alike perished."

rain,
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Christian Heroism.
Throughout this remarkable account, we are forcibly impressed by the profound simplicity of faith and
heroism, not only in the priest who writes the history
of the tragedy of Martinique, but in the utlier priests
whom he mentions in the course of his narration.

They are calmly at their posts, saying Mass, hearing
confessions, comforting and strengthening the terrorstricken with the only comfort tliat could be of any
avail on that tremendous day. One item after another
follows with that same amazing simplicity, showing the
priest at his post of duty, as: "May:!. The churches,
which had been thrown open all night, were never
emptied of their congregations. The parish priests
did not cease baptizing, hearing confessions, and susAll
taining the courage of their distracted flocks.
once
more
night
that
in
the
passed
city
the priests of
May 7. I had taken with me
the confossional.
Per* Ackermann and Pere Fuzier, and in a rowboat
we made our way, not without danger, through the
wreckage of the roadstead, toward Ste. Philomene and
Pre'cheur. All the bridge crussings of the ruad that
skirts the shure had been carriedaway. I brought the
parish priests of both places, together with my encouragement, some material aid for their unfortunate people. I found them both, harassed with fatigue and
sleepless nights, always in their churches, preparing
their people as for a great sacrifice, yet full of zest and
courage, and faithful to their post even in the jaws of
the volcanu. May 10. The priests of Basse-Pointe and
of Ajoupa-Bouillon go for the night to Grande Anse,
and return home every morning to say Mass, to spend
the day, and to be at the disposal of the few stray inhabitants who have not yet fled elsewhere. As for Pere
Mary, he is left almost alone at Morne Rouge, bravely
true to his post under the very jaws of the monster,
but under the guardianship of Notre Dame dc la Delivrande. I wrote to congratulate him; but there is no
postal service! If he perish, he will know only in
heaven that we honor and admire him. May 20. On
this as on preceding days I had designated two priests
for the St. Pierre expedition [to bless ' those poor remains ' uf the dead before they were burned]. At a
.1 heard two of the loudest
quarter past five o'clock
and most prulnnged vulcanic explosions, I think, that
The deep spiralsof the dread
have yet taken place
column began to mount upward from the black spot.
What would come next? Were we to perish under lire like St. Pierre, or under ashes like Pompeii?
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A groat sound arose, and then every one was flee
ing for life. The church was looked upon as a place of
safety by many. The crowd surged into itandup to the
The two vicars who were to have gone
altar-steps.
that morning tv St. Pierre could continuethe Mass only
with great difficulty. The third vicar bade all the people pray with their arms crossed upon their breasts.
No more solemn sight was ever seen by the eye of man.
Here were such scenes as might take place if the end
of the world had come. A quarter of an hour of anguish passed thus. Then began the rain of lava and
cinders. When the first stones fell I looked for the
flames; but I was soon reassured. We were saved once
mure.
I loam that Pcre Mary has at length left
(lorn- Kouge, being the last to abandon the place,
and leading with him the few faithful ones who had
stood by him. May 21. Thuusands are taking ship
for St. Lucia, Guadeloupe, Trinidad, France and the
United States. This is not only the exodus of the
north toward the south, but uf the whole of Martinique
toward the outside world. Here, then, Munseigneur,
is the life that we are leading. However it may be,
since Providence has chosen that I should witness such
events, 1 can only follow the oxamplo of l't re Mary
and of our other colleagues. 1 shall be the last tv abandon Martinique." Such is tho story laid bare to our
tear-dimmed eyes by the tragedy of Martinique,
wherein this truly noble soul declares that it clearly
saw that "a hand capable of mastering tho forces and
laws of nature presided over all these cataclysms, and
that this hand, after having given free rein, for an instant, to the powers of evil, commanded the homicidal
cloud to stop in its fury." In tho story of such bravery,
such faith, and such saintly compassion for others, in so
evil and dire a day, we read the simple, ordinary story
of other clergy of the same faith in other lands as distant and unknown, where they abide at their posts as
the officers in God's army ami true shepherds of His
flock, examples of Christian manliness to all the world.

..

...

The Abbot Joachim.
The Nineteenth Century and After for July contains
an article on " A Forerunner of St. Francis of Assisi,"
by Miss G. E. Troutbeck, which we notice for the evidence it contains of a craving among minds of our
modern day for something better and nobler than the
mental pabulum which so many try to substitute for
true religious sustenance. <me evidence of this crav-

ing is to be found in the devotion to St. Francis of
Assisi which is evidenced by non-Catholics and Miss
Troutbeck opens her paper by saying: "In days
when much is spoken and read on tho subject of
'church reform,' and when, also, considerable attention is attracted by the history uf St. Francis uf Assisi and his urder, it may nut lie nut of place tv revive
the memory ufa man who was, in a sense, a Church
reformer,' and who was rightly regarded as a forerunner of St. Francis, namely, the ' Abbot Joachim
of Flora.' " It is not on the aspects of this lifo as here
presented that it is our present purpose to deal, but
with the author's admissions that appear in connection with it. She writes
" We, no less than the
Abbot Joachim's contemporaries, feel the need of an
interpretationof life which shall be to us an ' Eternal
The admission uf tho idea of progGospel. 1
ress in religion, the appeal to the spiritual judgment
of the purified and regenerated individual, contain the
a change of
germ of a vast and far-reaching change
which we, upon whom the ends of the ages are come,
can hardly apprehend the full significance, fur we
This is truly the
unly see its beginning.
the
world?that
hope of
to
message
Abbot Joachim's
the ' perfect day which is the very Palladium of the
soul." Miss Troutbeck cuncludes her study uf the
Abbot Joachim ami his theories with a passage
from M. Sabatier, which she thinks to be "too
beautiful to quote in any language but its own," but
which we may be allowed to venture to translate
thus " He who has been announced by Joachim dc
Flora, and who is to inaugurate a new era in the history
of humanity, will yet appear,?' hope confounds not.'
In our modern Babylons, and in the thatched huts of
our mountains, there are too many souls who repeat
with mysteriuus yearning the hymn uf the great
vigil Drop down dew, ye heavens, from above, and
let the clouds rain the just ! for us not to be on the
eve of a divine delivery."

;
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The Desire for the Highest.
Thus, in one magazine article, we see minds of
various persons outside the Church hovering about
those eef her fold, though not always able to discern
between the true and the false elements in tho teaching and lives of her children we see, too, the craving
fe.r something holy and strung.
A late number uf the
comments on Professor William
London .s//. r
.lames' ideas \u25a0\u25a0!! religious conversion at considerable

;
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length, and concludes by saying "Is it nut possible
that the Western World is once more on the eve of a
groat revival, whose forerunners are the prophets of
psychology, not of a new Refeirmation which will
create a new church, but of a new inbreathing of the
Spirit which will revive the spiritual life of all the
churches, ?a time when men will pause in their hot
pursuit of evidence, and read each in his own heart
'the Word' which St. John realized to be God?"
For the earnest Catholic, this drift uf thought among
our contemporaries rouses a feeling of deep compassion, of earnest sympathy, and a profound sense of
the duty incumbent upon us to pray that they may
see the whole truth in its fulness of beauty and holiness and eternal strength. Christ came to earth to
bring us an Eternal Gospel His followers possessed
it then as He gave it, and in His true, infallible and
unfailing one Church they pessess it nuw. They feel
acutely the hesitancies and involuntary shiftiness uf
those outside the fold ; we become speedily aware of
them oven in reading o_e page of Miss Troutbeck's
article, which would leave us at length in a state, of
profound doubt as to what the Abbot Joachim did
after all, or whether the so-called "Eternal Gospel "
was really his, if Catholics did not become possessors
of a very sound Catholic common sense by the right
use of their birthright, which helps us to supplement
her inadequate article to some degree. The lesson we
would draw from it is the need on our own part of an
over-increasing, faithful use of the means of grace
given us iv the Catholic Church, so that our lives of
holy joy and peace may show to those outside that
the heavens have, indeed, dropped down the dew,
and the clouds rained the .lust One, in Whose light
our souls pnssess the dawn of that perfect day which
shall (ill heaven eternally.

;

Our

Pasteur's Faith.
old friend, the Forum, now appearing as

a

quarterly, makes some remarks on the biography of
Pasteur which are worthy of reproduction. "The right
of Pasteur to be considered in any literary survey of
the century just past will be contested only by thuse
who have taken a very superficial view of the literature
It is because Pasteur represents
of that period.
so typically the ideals of the scientific temperament
that his 'Life,' by M. Vallery-Radot, marred as it is by
the superfluous enthusiasms of the author and converted into an unidiomatic English by the translator,
is among the most important of recent publications.
The story of Pasteur's beneficent discoveries belongs
to science. The analysis of Ids unerring genius for
experimentation concerns literature more nearly, but
may not detain us now. That steadfast course, In
which every triumph speedily became only the prophecy of a newer and a greater triumph, yields in interest to a greatness of soul which makes the man
seem more than the investigator. M. Vallery-Radot's
narrative abounds in personal touches. In it one may
learn of the essential simplicity of the great scientist,
of his loyalty to his family, to his masters, and tv
One rejoices, too, at the honors that
France.
came to him so easily, at home and abroad, and regards with pleasure that confraternity of science
which made his colleagues and rivals and the very
bureaucrats conspire in giving to his researches the
necessary material support. But the fact which will
most forcibly strike the imagination is that, while conducking investigations which were putting a new face
upon nature, he retained his early religious faith, and
remained profoundly indifferent to the philosophical
implications of his discoveries. He knew apparently
neither skepticism nor reaction, and his case is almost
unique among the great men of science of his time. This
came,one must believe, not of any intellectual limitation,
but of a rare and peculiar probity. It was, he believed,
premature to dray theological inferences from experimental science." This is noble testimony to a great
Catholic. The Forum goes on to say that " scientific
method has still its limitations," and that, "until it
is ready to make demonstrable affirmations on such
subjects as love, hatred, patriotism, the sense of the
divine or of the infinite, it is bounden to a due respect
for all dear, illogical tradition." It declare- that the
dualism which Pasteur accepted so simply is not without high precedent, because,"when Descartes reserved
from universal skepticism only the assurance that he
existed as a thinking being, he retained provisionally
the standards of conduct to which he was born."

...

.

. .

CATHOLIC

CHURCH AND CATHOLIC SCHOOL.

In order to emphasize more thoroughly the close and
intimate relationship existing between the parish
church and the parish school, and to insist more
of the
strongly upon the essentially religious character
O'Reilly,
Rev.
James
T.
Very
school,
the
Catholic
0. S. A., pastor of St. Mary's Church, Lawrence,
graduaMass., made a new departure this year in the

tion exercises of St. Mary's High School. The ceremony of presenting the diplomas to the graduates took
place, therefore, in St. Mary's Church, itself, (instead
of as formerly in a hall), at the close of the usual Mass
at 10..10, Sunday, June 22, and a special sermon was
preached by the Rev. Father O'Reilly, the tenor of
which may be judged from the fulluwing extracts:
"The radical change which we have determined to
make this year in the character of our graduation exercises of our parochial school is not without a motive.
" It is the spirit of the age to advance?progress is
its shibboleth.
" To be imbued with this spirit means to keep our
ideals prominent before the minds and to move steadily
towards them and let their influence shape our conduct
and guide our actions till we have come as near as
possible to tho accomplishment of that which we consider worthy of our life's best efforts. In this change
we wish to emphasize the character of our school system and impress more forcibly on the members of our
parish the importance of the great work in which we
are continually calling upon thtm for their aid.
" In uur system uf religinn, ourschoulsand churches
are su clnsely united that we may proclaim that they
are practically one. They are one in name, one in the
reason for their existence, and only different in their
methods of doing their work. The parochial schuol
has no reason for a distinct existence except as the
handmaid of the Church in bringing to souls a knowledge of God. The Church's mission is to teach all
truth, to impart to society a true knowledge of God
and to guide society according to His holy laws; to
teach man his duty to God; to point out the way; to
assist man in following it; to protect man's spiritual
interest and the interests of human society by unmasking error and deposing false systems of doctrine and
?

education.

...

" It is apparent to all men who appreciate the value
of religion in human society, that it must be taught
to the child to be found in the man, and as we recognize the place of religion in our lives, so must we
recognize the importance of securing to the child a
religious training. We can nut for a moment allow
those who wish tv ignnre religion or to banish it from
our lives, to tell us that we must teach our religion in
our homes and in our churches, but not in our schools.
No man living has the right to say this, and when we
find men and women of supposed education offering
their opinion that religion should be taught in the
church and the home and not in the school, our reply
should be that they are entirely ignorant of the merits
of the question on which they express themselves, and
that we would have the same right to say to them:
You should confine your disrespect for religion, your
infidelity, to yuur own parlor or workshop, and not
parade them before our children in the schuol.'
" Prejudice so blinds theenemies of our holy religion
tliat they are willing to see the religious training of
their own children neglected as it is, and their own
forms of religion dying out, rather than discuss with
us the question of some common system of education
that would give justice to all and create a real religious
awakening in our country. The majority in our country do not profess religion. The majority rules, and
consequently religion may not be taught in state
schools; not because it is against the law or because it
is unjust, but because of the will of the majority, and
that is all there is to it. Thus, the pagan god, called
the state, to whom our opponents appeal so frequently
and with so much confidence, is but a god of brass and
clay, and has not power to hear or help us, or condemn

..

'

.

us, either.

" For the present we must continue to sustain our
private schools and teach our religion in our schools,
as well as in our churches, at our own expense, but
continually assert our claim to justice, even at the
hands of our enemies.
" Our parochial school, then, is the right arm of the

It is an institution peculiar to our country
with few others, because of the bitter prejudice against
our Church in the minds of even religious people. We
must keep it as close in touch with our Church as
possible. We must keep it prominent before the eye
of the congregation. It is not the priests' work any
more than it is yours. It is your children, your neighbors' children, the children who are to be the future
men and women of the country, who are to be saved
to the faith.
All Catholics should be proud of the
good work accomplished under such difficulties."

Church.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.

9

August 2,

9

religious duties of the day are performed, may be a
day of rest and recreation. The Church has no sympathy with the gloomy, narrow-minded view of the
day held by Protestantism, though it opposes noisy
and scandalous ways of seeking recreation. Of course
the ideas of the sects with regard to Sunday observance
have been much modified during the past twenty-five
years, as will be seen from the following editorial
opinion from the Congregationalist:
"In our opinion the efforts of the Protestant
churches of this ceiuntry within the last forty years to
confine the people by laws on the Sabbath to their own
houses and to public worship were unnatural and unhealthy restraint. The dosing of public libraries and
parks on the Sabbath is an example. We regard it as
especially wise and healthful to afford opportunity for
the multitudes in crowded tenement-house districts to
use the libraries and reach pleasant neighboring seaside and country resorts on .Sunday afternoons.
" We give an extreme instance of what we meant by
A minister is now living near
unhealthy restraint.
Boston who preached as a candidate, when a young
man, in a prominent New England church. After the
morning sermon the officers assured him that he might
expect a call to the pastorate. Tfie afternoon was
warm and cluse. The blinds of the house where he
was entertained were shut, as were those of the neighbors', but peering through the shutters, he caught a
glimpse of a shady graveyard not far away and, taking
his hat, he slipped out-of-doors and took a quiet stroll
among the graves. It was some years before he heard
further from that church. Then he learned that he
had been seen by neighbors, who must have looked
furtively through their blinds, walking abroad on the
Sabbath neither on an errand of necessity nor mercy.
That killed his prospects of being pastor of tliat
?

church."

-m*

"StATisrics Concerning Education in the Philippine
Islands, compiled from the Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1800-1900," by the Rev. Samuel
Hedges, Seton Hall College, is a small pamphlet of
thirty pages, with the imprimatur of Bishop Farley,
administrator of the New York archdiocese. It costs
ten cents, and its liberal distribution throughout the
United States might open the eyes of many persons
who now think the Filipinos an illiterate or uncivilized

people.

Correspondence.
[In thts department we shall publish letters asking tor
Information or giving such information as may be desired
by our subscribers, provided the writer's name and address
be given, not necessarily for publication,but as a guarantee
of good faith. The intention is to give our subscribers a
means of interchanging views and of giving information,
but the Review will not be responsible for the opinions expressed in such letters. Controversy will not be allowed.]

Little to Learn from Politicians.
St. Ann's Rectory, Worcester, Mass., July 24, 1902.
Editor Review:
I beg leave to express the hope that you will notice editorially Archbishop Ireland's recently published interview with the Associated Press on the Philippine question. There are some who feel that the views expressed
in that interview do not honestly reflect the prevailing
sentiment of Catholics in the matter. To do justice to the
Catholic sentiment of the country is a duty, and we are
confident that the Review will fulfil this duty with its
wonted moderation and firmness. It seems to many that,
in this interview, Archbishop Ireland attacks the only
means that Catholics may lawfully use to obtain recognition and justice, and that is, agitation. He would, seemingly, rob us of our sole weapon of offence and defense.
He, also, deals a blow, indirectly at least, at Catholic
Federation, of which the sole raison d'etre is action,
united, aggressive action, and of which the urgent need
implies the existence of injustice. God save us from a
subsidised Catholic sentiment! At such juncture, wise,
judicious, responsible, editorial comment, such as yours
would undoubtedly be, will be appreciated by all Catholics, and read with interest and profit.
Very respectfully yours,
M. T. Si.atterv.
[The New York Evening Post, a Protestant and Republican paper, explains the motive of the Archbishop's conduct in an editorial which opens as
follows":
" Archbishop Ireland's statement this morning is a sure
sign that the Republicans are getting a little nervous
lest the Philippine question become temporarily a Catholic
question. The Archbishop's relations with their party have
long been close. A prelate of high standing and great
influence in all the Northwest, he has been one of the few
men in the Catholic hierarchy to whom the Republican
managers could turn for sympathy and assistance."
We refuse to allow the grave interests involved to be
?

?

?

?

Tho Protestant sects have been, as a rule, very strict
with regard to the observance of Sunday?or the Sabbath day, as they often miscall it. They have gone tv jeopardizedby political considerations. The Catholic
such extremes that sensible peoplehave been disgusted citizens of this country know their duty to the govwith their attempts to curtail liberty. The idea of ernment, and in the performance of these duties they
the Catholic Church is that the Sunday, after the probably have little to learn from politicians.?En,]
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Bow to Oct a Badge and Manual.

[Whoever sends in a new subscrlplion to the Review, or renews an old

oubscription, with two dollars for the
year,will receive a badge and a Manual

g

c
cc

<

tree.
If yonr parents or friends subscribe ?
and get the badge for you send In your ?
S name anel be enrolled as a member, and £
> sign the League promise and keep it,? el
S thatis, if you are not a Defender already, g
We can not give badge and Manual for
S any special or reduced rate subscrip- ?
tlons, but only when the full rate (t'2) Is
?
5 paid to this office direct.]
*,AAAAIWAAAAy
r*
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Founders to show to the members, to
let them see that the badge is really a
handsome and costly thing and well
worth working for.
All badges are sent by mail in a patent
mailing box, made especially for them.
We make no charge for the badge, the
box, or the postage.
We send the Manual free, postpaid.
The Founders will be so pleased with
the badge and Manual that they will be
sure to send us a subscription with two
dollars ; but if for any reason they may
not be able to send the subscription
now, they will be able to send it sometime in the future, and they may keep
the badge and Manual.
\u25a0

Norwood, Mass., July .0, 1(102.
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS. Dear Uncle Jack:
I think it is time for me to write anil let
you know what our Chapter is doing. We
The English Language.
?

We'll begin with box, and the plural is
boxes,
But the plural of ox should be oxen, not
oxes;

Then one fowl is agoose.but two are called
geese,
Yet the plural of moose would never be
meese.

10
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You will find a lone mouse or a whole nest

hold our meetings on the third Thursday
of the month ; our last meeting was held
June 13. We have now nineteen members in our Chapter. I will send you the
new members' promise. We begin our
meeting with the Lord's Prayer and Hail
Mary; then we have reading and singing.
We close with the prayer to St. Anthony.
We have a fine altar of St. Anthony.
Please send me live membership cards.
Hoping to see my letter in print,
Your nephew,
John Ccrran.
Uncle Jack is glad to hear from the
secretary of St. Anthony's Chapter.
That Chapter is certainly doing good
work. Nineteen names on the member-

of mice,
But the plural of house is houses, not bice ;
If the plural of man is always called men,
Why shouldn't the plural of pan be called
pen?
Then cow in the plural may be cows or
kine,
But a bow, if repeated, is never called bine,
And the plural of vow is vows, never vine. ship list shows that the officers and
If I speak of a foot and you show me your members have been active in spreading
feet,
a knowledge of the League. Uncle Jack
And I give a boot, would a pair be called has received the League promise signed
beet?
by the new members, and John will find
If one is a tooth, and a whole set are teeth, their names this week in the usual place,
Why couldn't the plural of booth be called
in the first column of this page. Membeeth?
bership cards have been sent to John.
these,
If the singular's this and the plural is
Jack will be glad to hear from St.
Should the plural of kiss ever be named Uncle
Anthony's
Chapter soon again. Every
kese?
Then one would be that, and two would member ought to write at least one letbe those,
ter every month. Why not write a
Yet hat in the plural would never be hose, letter describing some excursion or outAad the plural of cat is cats, not cose.
ing taken during vacation? Or if any
We speak of brother, and also of brethren, boy or girl has gone away to the seaBut, though we say mother, we never say shore for several days or weeks, why not
methren;
write about that? These make excelThen the masculine pronouns are he, his lent subjects for letters, for usually in a
and him,
new place a lot of new things are seen
But imagine the feminine she, shis, and
which Uncle Jack would like to know
shim!
about.
think
will
you
agree,
So the English, I
\u25a0
Is the queerest language you ever did see.
Philadelphia, Perm., Jnly 83, P.102.
\u25a0
\u25a0
Dear Uncle Jack:?
New Members L. D. H. N.
It is a long time since 1 wrote to you, so
St. Anthouy's Chapter, Norwood, Mass.
the thought came to me today to write and
John Kennedy,
Peter Flaherty,
tell you about a picnic we went to.
Willie Welsh,
Timothy Curtin,
Saturday, July 111, was the silver jubilee
Lizzie Welch.
W N. Hawkins,
of our pastor, Rev. Father Lynch, of Our
Lady of the Rosary Church, and it was his
St. Agnes' Chapter, Norwood, Ma»s.
wish to spend it with the eh i Idren, so after
Catherine
Curtin,
Curtin,
Mary
Mass and Benediction we he!d a little
Davine,
Mary
Catherine Ifogan,
reception and presented to him a lieautiful
Mary Lydon.
Benediction Veil, and a spiritual bouquet.
We then started oil to the woods for our
Torrington, Conn., July :.% 11)02.
picnic where lunch and refreshments were
Dear Uncle Jack:?
I received my badge and Manual last served free.
We had a lovely day, and I think everyFriday, but have been very busy since, so
body had just a lovely time, and don't you
did not have time to thank you. I received
we have a lovely pastor?
the membership cards. They are very nice. think
Your loving nephew,
I
wish
to
increase
the
In September
.1 \u25a0 'SKI II M I XX AY.
membership if the League, as 1 think a
Why, surely, Uncle Jack thinks
good many of my schoolmates will join.
yon have a lovely pastor, Joseph.
As I have do more to say, I will close.
Your affectionate niece,
Uncle Jack hopes that the boys will
Rosa Mink.
try to be as loyal to their pastor
Uncle Jack hopes that Rose will be as they can. Joseph and all other
able to get a number of new members to Little Defenders, when they say the
join her Chapter in September. Every League prayer, auk God to make them
member of the League Bhould try to get loyal to their pastors. Roys and girls,
others to join. We all should work hard men and women, priests and bishops
to spread the knowledge of this League, all Catholics, and all working for the
whose object is so worthy. Uncle Jack greater honor and glory of God, should
knew that Rose would be pleased with be loyal to one another, and to the
the badge and Manual, as well as with Church. Uncle Jack thanks Joseph lor
the membership cards of the League. writing such an interesting letter, and
Rose and all other members of the hopes to hear again from him soon. Has
League who are founders of Chapters Joseph been readiDg any new books
should read with care the following recently? Uncle Jack would be glad to
paragraph which is taken from the know about them. Or has Joseph disManual :?
covered and learned the name of any
Badge and Manual for Founder!. bird or flower or tree, which he didn't
We send to each Founder a badge and know before? Uncle Jack would like to
a Manual as samples. These are for the hear about that, too.

,

Norwood, Mass., July 20, I!H_.
Dear Uncle Jack :
As it is so long since I wrote to you last,
1 thought I would spare time and tell you
a few of the games I have had during my
vacation.
I have playeel many games, such as drop
the handkerchief, hide-and-seek, go around
the barberry-bush, and many others.
The books I haveread since I wrote last
are: "The French Captain," by Lady
Blanche Murphy; " Blinel Agnes," by
Cecilia Caddell; "An Heir of Dreams," by
Marion Ames Taggart; " Willie Burke, or
The Irish Orphan in America," by Mrs. J.
Sadlier; "Alice Riordan, the Blind Man's
Daughter," by Mrs. J. Saellier; " Moondyne," by John Boyle O'lleilly; "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland," by Lewis
Carroll: " Swiss Family Robinson, or The
Adventures of a Shipwrecked Family on
an Uninhabited Island."
As my letter is getting long I will close,
hoping to see it in print. I remain
Your affectionate niece,
MARGARKT K. CIRRAN.
Secretary of St. Agnes' Chapter.
Uncle Jack is pleased to hear from
Margaret. She evidently bas been enjoying herself heartily during vacation,
and Uncle Jack is glad of it. When boys
and girls get a chance to play they should
play with theirwhole hearts. It is a very
poor sign to see a boy or girl moping
around when play is the order of the
hour. Whatever you do, do thoroughly,
work or play. When studying at school
or helping around the house, do both of
these things well. Fix your mind on
your task, and do it the best you know
how. When, however, you go to play,
play as if no such thing as work or study
existed for you. Uncle Jack has received from Margaret a list of new members to St. Agneß' Chapter. They are
printed this week in the usual place.
Membership cards have been sent. Now
won't Margaret write and tell Unc'e
Jack all about the next meeting that
the Chapter holds?

August
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Colleges and Academies.

?

Uncle Jack.

Collef/es and Academics.

College of the Holy Gross,
Worcester, Mass.
Conducted by the result Father;,
Collegiate and Preparatory Departments.
Send for catalogue to
REV. JOSKPH

Manchester, N. H.
80HOOL for young
Please send for catalogue to

BOARDING

ladles.

The Mother Superior.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
For circular address

THB SUPERIOR.

LADYCLIFF,
ON THE HUDSON (ADJOINING WEST POINT)

Young Ladies' Academy.
A department for small boys. Education
thorough and practical. Location beautiful
Send for
and co venient. Tern>s moderate.
prospectus. Address sistkk Superior, I.iulycllff, Highhiml Falls, New Voik.

18il?Univarsity of the state of Now Yoik?law

St. John's College
FOUDIIAM, M.\v YouK CITT.
For BOAUIH.RS AM) DAY SCHOLARS.
Conducted by theJesuit Fathers,
Classical', Commercial and Scientific Courses,
Separate

Preparatory

Xouuger Boys.

Department

for

Military Drill by an Army OfflOOX appointed by the U S. Government.
Resident, .Students per Annuni, $350.
For further information apply to
The REV. GEO*GX A. PKTTIT, B. J.

Presi ent.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Academy, situated in the suburbs 01
TMIB
Boston, is only a few miles from the city

It is on the line ot the Boston and Albany
Bailroad. The location Is one of the most
healthful and picturesque in New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necessary for a refined education. For particulars
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
to

Sister Superior.

Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of 5 anel 14.
school is to give such a gen.
The oblectof this
eral education as will lit pupils to enter college.

Mount St. Mary's College,
Near Emmitsburg, Md,

r. HANSKLMAN, 8. J.,
President.
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Wt. St. Mary's Academy,

'\u25a0

?

-

Sixty miles from Baltimore.
Conducted by Secular Clergymen,
aided by Lay Professors.
Classical, Commercial and Special

Scientific Courses.
Modern improvements. New Gymnasium and Swimming Pool in course of

erection.
Separate department for young boys.
Ninety fifth year begins Seit_mbkr
10, 1902.

-

ST. MARY'S ACADEHY,
NOTRE DAeIE, INDIANA.
C'onelucted by the SI ters of tho Holy
Cross. Charteeeel 18*8. Thorough English
unit Classical education. Regular Collegiate
Degrees.
In Preparatory Department stuelents carefully prepareel for Collegiate course Physical anel Chemical Laboratories well
equipped. Conservatory of Music and .School
of Art. Gymnasium under direction eef gradlir. Sargent's Normal School of Ph\ s
uate eef
ical Training, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
atalogue
free. Address
t

Address
Very Rev.

William L. O'Hara, LL.D.,

Mount St. Mary's P. 0., Frederick Co., Md.

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,
St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

ST. LAURENT GOLLEBE The UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NEAR MONTREAL.

...

Afliliateil to Laval University, Quebec.
FATHERS OF THK HOLY CBOSS.
Courses?Classical anel Coiiiimrcial.
TERMS:

Boarel an.l Tuitiein per year, tl_).00
Bedding and Washing
so.'O
Doctor's Fee
8.00
The courses are I aught t lire nigh the' medium
of tin- English language.
?sliielie-s will he- r-sume-el Se'lel enitee'l' c'llel.
For further Informal io.e call at 118 Hudson
Stri'et, Boston, or aeltlrcss

REV. M, A. McfiARRV, C. S. C, President.

NOTRE DA/lE, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Ecoteeeiie cs anel History,
Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy, Law,
civil. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Architecture.

Thorough Preparatory and Commercial
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office:

75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph V. Tracy,

OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY.
To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopie by
and contributions of the faithful.
K
J the prayers
v J

CONDITIONS OF MEM11ERSH1P.

1. To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morning or evening prayers, adding the following invocation: St. Francis Xavier, fray/or us. 2. To give,
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly,
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
throughthe regular organization of the Society.
1
r\nf
i VT7 A TTttV
URlrAc\IZ/A
HON.
In each community "Hands" are formed, each
consisting
band
of ten or more persons. The Promoter or Head of a Band collects the offerings of its
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. fn many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further
the Society.
A MIMA T S
','
,?
Society are
Letters from the missionaries of the c
collected and published every other month in the
Aunals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions orPromoter, and he, or
she, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her

,,

, ,,

.,

property,
artvnTAr rrjAolo.
WAvrv

The Society has selected as times of special prayer
and thanksgiving: 1. The Feast of the Finding of
the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary of
its foundation, in 1822 ; 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Society. On
these two days the Society has a Mass celebrated in
every parish in which the work is regularly organized
onrDrTinr t' a r-n t»c<
Sl
1KI HJAL, PAY Uttb.
1. Several thousand Masses are offered up every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the living and the deceased members of the Society. 2
Summary of the indulgenceswhich may be gained by
all the members. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross. May 3 ;
2. On the Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3: 3. On
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin,
March 25 ; 4. On the feast of the Assumption,
Aug. 15; 5. On any day within the octaves of the
above feasts; 6. On the feast of lhe Epiphany, Jan.
6; 7. On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. c>J
all feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every i..cni.l,,.i -.1/
two davschosen by the members
10. Once a year,
on the day of the general commemoration of all the
deceased members of the Society; 11. Once a year,

;

D. D.

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee or the Band to which he
belongs; ,2. On the day of one's admittance to the
Society; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus ; 14. The
f?vor of the Privileged A liar for every Mass said in
he mme of a member for a deceased member. Children who
members of the Society, but have
»"= 1-irst Communion, may
not made their
gain the above
Indulgences by performing some pious work apPointed by their confessor.
"? Iarttal Indulgences: Seven years and seven
quarantines every tune a member performs, in aid of
the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 2.
days every time a member assists at the Triduum
3°°
on the 3rd of May and the 3rd of December; 3. 100
days every time a member recites Our Father and
Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Francis Xavier.
All these indulgences, both plenary and partial, are
applicable to the souls in Purgatory ; and all have
been approved of by His Grace the Most Reverend

'

,

Archbishop.

EXTRAORDINARY MEMBERS.
\u25a0? Those who contribute »6 00 a year, thereby ac-

quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive
use a copy of the A nnals. 2. All who contribute a
sum of money not less than 540.00 for the purpose of
establishing a permanent fund, thus, becoming wwwocrs in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual favors and indulgences perpetually, provided
that they observe the other conditions prescribed to

tfc«

.

members,

Catholics of every age and of both sexes are admissible to membership, and all are earnestly exhorted to join the Society. There is certainly a lesson for us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
denominations to contribute more than ten million
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs.
We have the true faith, and we dailypray Thy kingdom come yet 0 the extent o[ how many dollars
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingdom among heathen peoples ? Our missioners, heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
could effect, had they the means; from whom must
these means come ? fn due proportion?from us ; in
that proportion there rests upon us through the
providence of Almighty God, responsibility for the
Church's more or less complete fulfilment in our
time of its mission to teach all nations. Whatever we
give for this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be
gi. en unto you ; good measure and pressed down and
shaken together and runningover shall theygive into
your bosom." (I.ukevi.-38.)
For Promoters' blanks, tracts, or information about
the Society, apply to the Diocesan Director.

,

:

Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Society are respectfully
requested to send rejiorls of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other items
of interest for V<e members to the Diocesan Director for jmblication in the REVIEW.
If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so tltat their
souls may have the

benefit of the

prayers

of all the members.

NOTICE. Promoters or members are I
apt to get begging letters in behalf of various

oljjecls, from parties outside of theArchdiocese.
Prudence suggests that no notice be taken of
these appeals, unless they have received the

usual diocesan approbation.

FRTNOEHWMS
BRANCHES.

THE SAGO WORKERS OF BORNEO.
DPFRBAUOVTEHNYSCRF.BORNEO.
TE,LINORTH

(Continued from la>t week.)
An hour's quiet paddling brought us
to the large village of Dallat, containing

some 1,500 souls. We were twenty
Immaculate Conception, Boston.
Pastor, Bey. William B. Brownrigg, S. J. minutes passing through this village,
Organized February, 1900.
the houses being thickly clustered on
Promoters, 87 ; members, 870.
$29.20 either bank. Before proceeding farther
Offerings. July,
0
on our journey I will introduce you to
0
0
the villagers and give some account of
Sacred Heart East Cambridge.
how sago is made. The Milano in phyPastor, Key. John O'Brien.
sique is not unlike the Dyak and Malay,
Director, Rev. Michael J. Coffey.
Organized July, 1898.
but is somewhat shorter in statnre and
Promoters, 95 ; members, 1,800.
$93.75 more strongly built. He has the same
Offerings, May-June,
broad, beardless face, flat nose, dark
o
o
o
yellow complexion and long, line, black
Our Lady, Star of the Sea, MarbleheadPastor, Key. William Shinnick.
hair which characterize the Malay and
Director, Key. Henry Lyons.
Dyak races. He dresses very decently
$8.90 in
Offerings, June,
coat and trousers, of " Malay sarong,"
o
o
o
generally of dark material, and the head
St- Peter's, Dorchester
is bound round with a colored handPastor, Key. Peter Konan.
Organized December, 1898.
kerchief. The women wear a long, flowPromoters, 108 ; members, 1,080.
ing skirt, of black or red, and a black
Offerings, June,
$13 50 jacket, the edgings of which are prettily
o
o
o
embroidered and often ornamented at
St John's, Ontonthe sleeves and in front with gold
Key.
Jofhua P. Bodfish.
Pastor,
buttons.
Director, Key. T. J. Wooels
Organized October, 1901.
As already mentioned, the entire popPromoters, 02 ; members, 620.
ulation
is employed in working sago,
Offerings, March-July,
$125.45
of which every family has a plantation,
o
o
o
sometimes three or four. They extract
St. Mary's, Melrose.
Pastor, Key. Francis J. Glynn.
the sago flour from the tree and sell it in
Organized May, 1901
a rough state to the Chinese traders,
Promoters, 72 ; members, 720.
who refine it, and send it on to the
Offerings, July,
$20

50
European marketMen, women and children are emHoly
Cross,
of the
Boston.
CathedralKey.
Nicholas K. Walsh.
ployed in the work. The men cut down
Kector,
Director, Key. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.
the tree, which has a trunk of from
Organized October, 1898.
twenty to thirty feet and a mean diamPromoters, 90; members, 1,200.
Offerings, June,
$90.95 eter of eighteen inches. The trunks
000
are then dragged, often for considerable
distance over land, down to the river
St- Michael's, LowellPastor, Key. John J. Shaw.
and conveyed by water to the work
Offerings, May-June,
$62.80 sheds in the village. Each Milano family,
000
besides its dwelling-house, has an open
St. Mary's, Dedham.
shed for working the sago, and a floating
Pastor, Key. John H. Fleming.
stage at the water's edge on wbich also
Director, Key. James K. Nulty.
$35.20 there is a smaller shed for washing the
Offerings, June,
000

.
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STOP

READ

using the old
method of flavoring

economicalflavoring

the riot act to
ar c °k if she
is, using
the old
,
~ extracts
alcoholic
tha( evaporate in
cooking, and insist
pon her using
the only free from
alcohol flavoring

VANILLA
CRYSTALS

VANILLA
CRYSTALS

;-

???..
-??v:-cooking,
in your

and use the new,
up-to-date, purer,
most delicate,
and more

y°

_

.

CONSIDER

.

the advantages obtained.
Saving time, trouble,
,
temper and money,
securing more delicate
flavoring and better
cooking.
No bottles to break
or spill when using

VANILLA
CRYSTALS

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THESE FACTS.

AT ALL GROCERS.

10 CENTS A CAN.

VANILLA CRYSTAL CO.. 101 BEEKMAN STREET. NEW YORK
sago.

After the trees have been cut

into logs of three feet, the bark is
stripped off and the logs are brought
into the workshed, placed on a trestle,
and a plank thickly studded with nails,
by way of a rasp, is worked up and down
over them until the whole is reduced to

Two persons, generally women, sit on either side of this
heap armed with heavy cudgels, with
which they pound the whole heap, reducing it to a finer consistency. This
mixture of woody substance, fibre and
flour is then carried down to the washing shed on the floating stage above
mentioned. Here it is trodden out with
the feet on a sparsely woven mat, water
dipped from the river being continually
poured upon it. By this means the flour
is carried off by the water into a large
trough below, the woody substance and
fibre remaining.
The work of treading out the sago is
done by the women and girls, and it is
this part of the work which lends the
chief feature to a Milano village. Here
we see a long succession of narrow platforms jutting out over the water, upon
each of which one or two women in their
long, flowing, red or darkblue skirts are
performing what looks like a solemn
dance. As we passed along in our boat
they looked after us with wondering,
curious eyes, but never for a moment
was the dance interrupted.
The noise of this first village of sago
workers had scarcely died away in the
distance, than the " thump, thump " of
the next village broke upon our ears.
Thus at intervals of half an hour or an
hour, villages were passed. We should
have arrived that evening at the government station near the mouth of the Ova,
but eyes and ears had been so busy that
the hands forgot to paddle, and, night
falling, we moored our boat to a washing
stage in a small village and took what
snatches of sleep the mosquitoes would
a powdered heap.

allow us.

reputation of being the best walkers out

here in the East; they travel for weeks
and weeks on foot through the jungle
without complaining. But now they

began to lag behind and then to limp,
complaining of severe pains in their
ankles. I presume this was caused by
the dead level of the sands, which required a different action of the muscles
to what they were accustomed to on the
uneven paths of the jungle. However,
by means of frequent rests and a lot of
banter and coaxing, I managed to get to
Muka with my limping crew an hour or
so after dark. The following serio-comic
incident brought the miseries of the day
to a happy finale. When dark came on
the strong man of the party had forged
considerably ahead. Thinking the rest
of the party far behind, he put down his
load and, stretching himself out across
the path, was soon buried in deep sleep.
Not long after, the oldest and shortestsighted of the party came heavily along
?you may guess the sequel: a sharp
kick in the ribs, a heavy fall, two yells
of surprise and pain?answered by the
whoops of thosebehind running to the
rescue. Bo we arrived at Muka tired
out, but in excellent spirits, and were
most kindly given shelter for the night
at the government fort.
II.

Muka is the largest native town in
Sarawak, after Kucbing, the capital of
the country. Some forty years ago,
when ceded to Rajah Brooke by the
Sultan of Brunei, it was already a large
trade centre ; sago and sea fishing being
the chief industries.
The day after my arrival the district
officer kindly took me in his boat to
look at the town, for the houses came
right down into the water, and a boat is
the ordinary means of locomotion.
What a contrast between the present
peaceful, industrious aspect of the place
and that of the old days of Brunei rule,

when internally it was torn by the facThe following morning I was received tions of rival chiefs, and from outside
most hospitably by the district officer, was harassed by Dyak head-hunters,
who insisted upon my resting that day who made it dangerous
for the inhaband night in his bungalow before con- itants to venture far from the town !
tinuing my journey to Muka. It was The children of these same marauding
my intention to continue the journey to Dyaks are now peacefully settled in the
Muka along the beach on foot, a distance upper reaches of the stream, and their
of about ssventeen miles.
boats come frequently into the town
Next morning, much refreshed by our laden with the produce of their fields, or
rest, we were up early, and having pulled the gutta-percha and rubber so much
our boat high upon the shore and sought after by the Chinese trader.
There is a good view from the fort; on
divided the impedimenta, reduced to the
smallest possible quantity, among the one side, the river's mouth, with the
men, we started on our long trudge. white rollers breaking on the bar and
The sands wereas smooth and hard as on the other a long row of Chinese shops
asphalt, the only obstacles being several with their neat coating of whitewash
rivers infested with crocodiles, that had and large trading schooners anchored in
to be waded. But now a curious thing front. A notable objeet in the view is a
happened, which nearly resulted in our tall square brick chimney, the remains
not reaching Muka that day. We had of an old abandoned sago factory, its top
hardly got over half the distance when feathered with a bunch of young trees
theDyaks, to my intense surprise, threat- that have taken root there.
ened to break down. Dyaks have the;
(Conclusion next week.)

;
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Temperance.

pathetic results. One of them is the
" advanced " woman the woman
who " can take care of herself." She
" can take her drink, too." Public
opinion may seem to be lax-?but it
is not so. The young woman who is
seen drinking with a young man in
public has the social penalty meted
quietly, perhaps, but
out to her
none the less effectively. She is
treated in much the same manner
that the college student guilty of
" cribbing" is dealt with by his
companions. The doom of both is
sealed. Society has to protect itself,
and it usually manages to do it!
?

YOUNG WOMEN WHO DRINK.

Before throwing up our hands in
virtuous indignation at the pruriency
of the French, we should correct the
lapses of taste among ourselves that
are almost equally nauseating. The
most careless observer can not fail
to have noticed the most shocking
decline in the manners of our young
people. So debased has the moral
currency become? so debilitated the
state of public opinion?-that young
girls are beginning to drink in pub- New Century.

?

lic?young girls of good intentions,
and of virtuous, but idiotic, mothers.
It is no longer a novel spectacle to
see young persons, of irreproachable
family connections, and of apparent
respectability, taking champagne or
a cocktail " together. A young
"
girl who would have violated a sane
public opinion in this respect a few
years ago would have no primrose
path to tread. Her punishment
social exclusion
would have been
certain and swift.
This evil of public drinking flourishes in many of the suburban resorts. There you may see on almost
any evening young persons taking
beer or the popular " cocktail," in
public view, with the utmost disregard for their surroundings. Icecream seems to be a luxury of the
past. It is going out of public
favor. Its cult has waned. The
"mixed drink" has superseded it.
The young man who wishes to show
an amiable attention to his " lady
friends " asks them to a restaurant
to have beer.
And the strangest
feature of the whole arrangement is
that public opinion does not seem
shocked
only the oldfashioned
seem surprised.
At the crowded
seaside resorts?Atlantic City, Long
Branch, Cape May?the restraints
that make young girls refrain from
drinking spirituous liquors in public
have almost totally disappeared. The
crucial question is, What are the
mothers of these girls thinking of?
If their daughters were children of
the " lower classes "?to whom the
usages of social refinement were a
some of us would
sealed book
speedily throw burning words of
scorn upon them, and hold them up
in horrified wonder as the products
of the public school system. But,
unfortunately, the fault does not lie
with any school?nor with any system ; the roots of this cancerous
growth are more deeply seated. The
fault lies in the home. In truth, we
are always too eager to lay the blame
for every social shortcoming upon
the schools. To the thoughtful observer or the well informed student
of history, this continuous talk of
schools grows wearisome in its
monotonous iteration ; the real need
of our civilization is the home, and
the bibulous
the drinking girls
in
the
near-by reone
sees
beauties
sorts?are from "good" homes.
?

?

?

?

?

THE FOLLY OF THE TREATING
HABIT.

Heartily commending the idea of
the new Anti-Treating League in
Ireland, the Pilot says
Outside of America, the custom
of treating is almost unknown, save
in Ireland, though drunkenness is
vastly more common in many other
countries. The Scotch drink much
more than the Irish, but they do not
indulge in the vice of treating. Even
the national anthem of Auld Lang
Syne' takes care to suggest thrift
in the lines, And surely you'll be
your pint stoup, as surely I'll be
mine,'?each paying his ownreckoning. The Germans consume enormous quantities of their national
beverage, but, like the sensible peo-

:

"

'

?

bor to the grave importance of the

August 2, LtfUtt.

MISS LAURA HOWARD,

liquor question. Lord Salisbury
listened with his usual courtesy, but President South End Ladies'
the clergyman felt that he had
Golf Clnb, Chicago, Cured by
Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
made no impression.
After the Best DocCompound
"Your Lordship," he urged,
Had Failed To Help Her.
tors
" would at least admit that an undue
multiplication of public-houses in a
Mrs. Pinkit am : ?I can thank
" Dkab
place is an inducement to excessive
for perfect health to-day. Life
ooked so dark to me a year or two
drinking."
ago. I had constant pains, my limbs
spells, and never
" Really," said Lord Salisbury, ?welled, I
I am extremely sorry to appear so
"
unsympathetic, but I can not admit
even that. In this house?Hatfield?
there are forty bedrooms, but I

?'Ou

never feel more inclined to go to
sleep here than anywhere else."
The clergyman is understood to
have considered this argument specious, but unconvincing. "It is a
good specimen," says the London
Daily News, of the sort of logical
fallacy by which Lord Salisbury
habitually deluded himself in regard
to the wants of the people."

"

MISS LAURA HOWARD, CHICAGO.

THE OTHER SIDE.

knew one day how I would feel the

The Review has contained a
great deal of information about the
temperance question in Ireland and
has given favorable opinion on the
movement for lessening the number

next. I was nervous and had no appetite, neither could I sleep soundly
nights. J-ydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, used in cemSanative Wash, did
Junction with your
than all the medicine's

more

for me

and the skill of the doctors. For eifrlit
months I have enjoyed perfect health.
I verily believe that most of the doctors are guessingl and experimentine*
when they try to cure a woman with
an assortment of complications, such ;ia
mine ; but you do not guess, now I
wish all suffering women could only
know of your remedy ; there would be
less suffering I know."?LeAURA lleewARD, 113 Newberry Aye., Chicago, 111.
$5000 forfeit if above testimonial Is not genuine.

of public-houses, and of the other
temperance movements in that
country, including the Anti-treating
League recently established.
It is only fair for a better understanding of the matter that the other
side should be heard, and so from a
Mrs. Pinkhaitn invites all wople they are, pay only for what private letter we make the follow- men who are ill to write lier for
they drink themselves, while we, ing extracts:?
advice. Address Lynn, Mass.,
giving full particulars.
like the fools we are, sneer at their
This movement for the diminution of
"
fashion, and think we ridicule it by public-houses is confined to the 'upper
The ten ' here.
In the village of V
calling it a ' Dutch treat.'
there is only one public-house, and just as social" among Hibernians in this
laugh is rather on the sneerers. much
drunkenness as if there were fifty. vicinity would mean a great advance
There may be truth wine, as the old The Anti-Treating League is spreading in
in the line of true progress. When
adage hath it, but common sense Ireland. I was with one of this League in
?
yesterday, and the way he carried out will it be abolished
has never yet been discovered in- C?,
the Anti-treating idea was farcical. He
festing the cup. If it has, the fashion took plenty of drink himself and paid for
The temperance cause, it is eviof treating would soon become as it, but when ' standing' to others he would
dent, despite many drawbacks and
not pay the price of the treat himself, but
obsolete as that of duelling."
handed it to another to do so. Surely this discouragements, and a certain
is not the spirit of the League? "
amount of disunion in the ranks of
MERELY A MATTER OF HABIT.
those who should be its devoted
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
is making progress. It is
friends,
A pleasing little story of Andrew
pleasing
to note, for example, that
Gladstone said : The traffic in
Carnegie comes from the New York
"
Lord Koberts, a man of exalted staTimes.
strong drink has inflicted more evil
character,
Mr. Carnegie was the guest of on the human race than war, pesti- tion and umblemished
all
Englishand justly beloved by
honor at a recent dinner at Phila- lence and famine combined."
consistently
and
men, sets his face
delphia, and before its close not a
use
of
inpersistently
against
the
Dr.
Demmb
of
Germany has been
few of the guests noticed that his
the
soldiers
under
his
by
toxicants
investigating.
He found that 82
wine glasses remained untouched.
command. He lately issued an earAt last, just as the dinner was about per cent, of the children of teetotalnest appeal to the British public
to end, one of the more inquisitive ers were sound in their internal
cent,
only
17 per
of not to " treat" and demoralize
organs, while
persons present said :?
drink the troops returning
the
children
of
liquor-drinkers
were through
I beg your pardon, Mr. Carnegie,
from South Africa. If more men
"
but I notice you have not touched as well off.
in high station would courageously
your wine. I did not know you
come out against the evils of strong
Cardiff, Wales, when saloons drink, many humble men of weaker
were a total abstainer."
were open Sundays, had 80,000 morals would be saved from the
"No ?" Mr. Carnegie remarked
population
and sixty-two arrests for ruin which sooner or later indulwith a smile. " Well, you know
drunkenness on that day, but with gence in intoxicants inevitably
glasses are used both over and under
time.
and the saloons works in
the nose. I always use mine over." 170,000 population,
closed on Sunday, they had but two
Church
LORD SALISBURY AND PUBLIC-HOUSES. arrests.

'

?

...

?

_
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So far as we have been able to
Organs
A characteristic incident of Lord discover, no action in favor of temp- li-WfP___X___l fl Latest Improvements.
Ml Sizes, Fair Priced.
Salisbury's attitude towards temper- erance was taken by the Hibernians _l|l
Boston, New York,
recently.
ance is related by a correspondent. in convention in Denver
Philadelphia, Chicago.
One of the clergy in the neighbor- And yet there is no subject so pressBARGAINS in ORGANS
hood of Hatfield, who was an enthu- ing or so important to our Catholic
Main office
fJOOK &
The enlargement of woman's siastic advocate of local veto, one societies as that of temperance. The
and weerks
\u25a0 \u25a0ASTINCS WO.
abolition
of
neighthe Sunday " beerKendal Green, Masssphere has brought with it many day tried to awake his noble
?
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AmoJO
nugst urselves.
Conducted by Aunt Bride.

Dear Aunl llride :
Will you be so kind as to help a frieno
of mine with some suggestions on a
e|uestion of great importance to her?
She has been out of work for some time,
and her clothing has grown rather
shabby. Now, we think if she could
borrow money to tit herself with suitable clothing, she could get a very good
position. She does not like the idea of
going into debt, and she is too prouel to
accept the cast-otl clothing of others. Do
you not think she is over-particular?
Ought she not to accept the loan? I
forgot to mention that her lack of employment was due mostly to illness. She
has recovered her health, and would
easily be able to repay the loan within
the year.
Hoping you will not consider this
question too unimportant to receive
your attention, I am,
Very cordially,
Hki.kn B. M.
?

Really, Aunt Bride is inclined to
agree with Helen's friend. Debt is
a very serious handicap, even when
you have a steady and fairly wellpaying position. It is something to
be avoided whenever it is possible.
To one justrecovering from a long
illness, the worry of a debt to be
paid might seriously interfere with
her full restoration to health. There
are a few exceptional instances
where borrowing is the only way
out of a serious predicament. In
that case, one is lucky to have kind
friends willing to lend, but, as a
rule, Aunt Bride thinks it wiser to
get along with almost anything, and
to make any sacrifices, rather than
to burden one's self with debt. When

excuse for most of the borrowing.
A little foresight on the part of the
housewife will keep up her food
supplies, and she ought to have sufOrganized 187G.
ficient pride to keep her from wantMkmbkkship "i.s.iiOO.
ing to make a show with dishes or Insurance in force, $88,500,000
paid
to date, nearly $11,000,000.
Benefits
clothes which do not belong to her.
Fund,
I,
Reserve
Mar.
1902,
$850,000.00.
There is nothing like a good supply
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But to

return to

Helen's particu-

lar problem: Aunt Bride thinks,
unless there is no other possible way,
her friend would betteravoid getting
into debt. The worry and anxiety
over repaying the money might
make her ill again. It would be
especially unwise to borrow from
her prospective employer. That
would put her under obligations,
and make it very difficult for her to
leave if she found the position undesirable. A certain amount of selfrespect or pride is absolutely necessary to an admirable character, but
Helen's friend must not forget that
there is such a thing as false pride.
Only false pride would prompt her
to refuse the kindly offer of a dress
which had been worn by someone
else, when she stands in need of it.
To be too willing to accept favors
of this kind does certainly indicate
lack of proper self-respect, but, in
this case, the situation is not of that
sort. Of course, if she were able
to provide the dress for herself, or
if her need came through her own
fault, the situation might be different. The proper thing for her to
do, it seems to Aunt Bride, would
be to accept the dress, say Thank
you as prettily as she knows how,
and wear it, either as it is, or with
alterations so it can not be readily
identified. It is not likely she will
be able to do anything in return for
the kindness, and if the giver is
much better off than she, it would
be better not to try. The best way
is simply to say Thank you," and
by and by, when the opportunity
comes, pass on the kindness by
helping some one else.
But unless Helen's friend has
been out of work so long she is
utterly destitute of clothes, she
ought to be able to make herself

"

grow on you before you know it,
if you once begin. There are few
things that cause more friction
among neighbors than the habit of
running to borrow on the slightest
excuse. A woman with a well developed borrowing habit will feel
no hesitation about asking the loan
of anything, from a cup of sugar to
a roast of meat, your best china, or
your new silk gown. There is no

IrOishIf nterest.
HOW THE GAELIC REVIVAL DIFFERS
FROM OTHER IRISH
MOVEMENTS.

A writer in the Catholic Citizen
speaks thus of the Irish Revival
movement in Ireland :?
"To a candid and unprejudiced
observer, as well as to one grown
weary of the eternal clamor of

political patriots, it would seem
very likely that the Gaelic revival
and the forces it has aroused will do
far more toward the betterment of
the old land than anything the politicians ever have done, or ever may
hope to do. And here is the reason : The mainspring of the Gaelic
revival is ' Help yourselves.' The
shibboleth of the political patriots
is and has been : 'We are downtrodden by the hated Saxon. Until
he takes his foot from our neck, we
can do nothing. What's the use of
trying? Let us lie here and howl

about it.'

:

olic University took place, as far as
the A. O. 11. is concerned, at the
recent convention of that organization in Denver. Bishop Conaty, the
rector of the University, attended
the convention, and assured the
delegates that the fund the Order
had subscribed had been properly
used, and would continue to be used.
It was in the hands of the trustees
of the institution, comprising the
bishops and archbishops of the
Church, who could be trusted, and
who would never lend themselvesto
any scheme to divert the fund from
that use intended by the donors,
"because it would be against the
conscience and against the law to do
so."
He said that the choice of a permanent instructor had fallen upon a
young man who had been a student
of the University and a scholar
under Professor Henebry during his
incumbency, Dr. Dunn, a graduate
of Vale, where he was a student of
the romance languages. The faculty
had selected Dr. Dunn and sent him
to Harvard, continued Bishop Conaty, to prepare him thoroughly for
the chair. He is under Professor
Robinson. After his course at Harvard, Dr. Dunn will be sent abroad
to follow and study the best masters
of literature of romance and Gaelic,
and on his return he will assume the
duties of the Gaelic instructor at the

The Gaelic revival says 'We
are in a bad position, but let us
make the best of it. There are some
things that we may yet do in spite
of unjust laws. There are some
things which Saxon laws do not
forbid, though they may discourage.
Let us study the Gaelic language.
Let us know Gaelic literature. Let
us be sober and self-respecting. Let University.
Bishop Conaty said that the books
us believe in and patronize Irish
of
the University were open to the
industries. Let us stop buying the
inspection
of anyone authorized by
vile newspapers that are filled with
at any time.
the
Order
He subthe uncleanness of British cities.
mitted
of
a
statement
the
finances
Let us devote more time to the
of
the
so
institution
far
as
it
related
study of our old traditions and less
to
the
fund
the
by
donated
Hiberto public-house carousing.
Let us
nians.
explained
He
further
that
the
try to make the life of our small
fund
had
where
t5o,00()
placed
been
towns comfortable and intellectual,
so that we may keep the people at it brought in an income annually
old dress so it will look trim and
home, instead of seeing them flying at the rate of six per cent, interest,
neat.
Shoes are about the only
by thousands to the dangers of and that so far, only -f6,'2ot> of it
things that can not be turned," but
foreign cities. Let us encourage had been expended in keeping up
even these wear much longer if they
Irish art. Let the work in our the Gaelic chair.
are mended in the early stage of deA vote of thanks, together with
churches and public buildings be
cay. Hats can usually be blacked
an
assurance of confidence, was tendone by Irishmen instead of by foror varnished, and with fresh ribbons
to Bishop Conaty by the Condered
Let our stained-glass and
will carry one through the season. eigners.
vention.
be made in Ireland, inThread gloves are very cheap, and statuary
stead of imported from Munich.
Many years ago in Waterford,
may be worn anywhere. Neatness
are things the base, bloody Ireland, there was a society of ProtThese
and trimness are much more imporand brutal Saxon does not forbid estant tradesmen who, taking advantant to a girl's appearance than tine
laws, levied blackus to do. But they are essential to tage of the penal
clothes. If her hair is smooth and
mail on any Catholic tradesman who
becomingly arranged, her nails clean, the upbuilding of an Irish nation, dared to open business there withher shoes polished, no buttons off if we are ever to have one. There- out paying them what they termed
fore, let us set ourselves to do "quarterage." They were called
anywhere, no frayed skirt edges
the Hammerers," because during
showing, her shirtwaist and skirt them."
assize time they used to go around
joining neatly under a belt, she will BISHOP CONATY EXPLAINS ABOUT and nail up the doors and windows
of any Catholic who failed to pay
THE GAELIC CHAIR.
pass almost anywhere for a wellthis demand; and their hall wax
dressed woman.
The settlement of the trouble called the Hammerers'
hall."
Aunt Bkide.
about the Gaelic chair in the Cath-

you borrow money you spend your
"
wages in advance. You make it almost impossible to get ahead, or to
save anything for future emergencies. That is, of course, providing
you are conscientious and feel that
you must repay what you borrow.
There are people who seem to have
no sense of honor about such things.
"
They will borrow from whoever
will lend, and they never think of
repaying. This is especially true
where the sums borrowed are small,
and young women are particular
sinners in this respect. Girls who
would be horrified if they were accused of stealing will borrow car- presentable without either borrowfare or ribbons or other small articles ing or accepting gifts. It is nearly
and forget all about returning them. always possible to make over one's
It is a disgraceful practice, and one
which ought to be discouraged in
every way. If any of Aunt Bride's
girls have any of this class of borrowers among their acquaintances,
she hopes they will decline to lend
them anything whatever until they
mend their ways. And, of course,
they will avoid getting into the borrowing habit themselves. It will

Granel Pres. Massachusetts Grand Council REV. H. J. MUSSELY, Fall River, Mass.
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vexed with you, little woman. Tell me sure that her husband would be pleased
at such judgment passtd on his son.
your reason."
too many other men, he was apt to
seem
rememberthat
Like
"Well,
it
would
Long is the road 'twixttownand town that
you have promistd not to be vexed it regard piety as a quality suitable only
runs,
in women.
Traveled by many a lordly cavalcade, would seem to me almost a little bit
Indeed, SirEric sometimeswished that
With trappings gay, anel rich caparisons,
as if I were selling my boy"
Jester and seiuire, and laughing knight
Selling him 1 What an absurd?what his heir had been, in one or two respects,
and maid:
a fantastic idea to come into your somewhat different from what he was
With gallant clash and stir they go their head! How on earth
more boyish, as he told himself. Gabriel's
'
way:
Well, don't be vexed; I know that it gentleness, his dread of inllicting pain
"
I trudge afoot thro'all the drouth of day.
is very silly, but I can't help it; and, in- on even animals, struck his father as
For me, the misty meadows fresh with deed, I had rather not take the coronet bordering on efleminacy. Once he took
morn,
?at least, not now. When I am well the lad with him when he went shooting,
The tramp thro' noontide heat to eve- again, perhaps I could go with you to but he never repeated the experimentning gray,
town myself and select something else." " I thought he would have fainted," he
The far-seen smoke from the day's goal upThe last words were uttered hastily, told his wife afterwards- "Itwas really
borne,
Sir Eric, although more annoyed at absurd. Why, at his age I was quite a
atd
the
friendly
greeting
by
The halt, the
the "silly fancy" than he cared to show, good shot."
way,
On another occasion Gabriel interfelt that in his wife'sweak state it would
The distant hill leehind far hill descried,
The road by day, the rest at eventide.
be useless and even cruel to argue with rupted one of the Viking stories with the
it was very wrong of the
I know each wayside wood, each moorland her further, bo he replaced the coronet remark, " But
kill
those poor Saxons."
the
latter
in
Norsemen
to
pocket,
iv
the
case
and
his
brown,
Each hidden byway and reposeful nook and turned the conversation by some
" They were their enemies it was in
war," his father explained.
Where I may linger when the sun goes inquiries regarding the baby.
down,
Often in the months that followed did
" Still, it waß wrong and cruel."
Dipping tired feet in some cool flowing Sir Eric press his wife to fulfil her half" Bnt a solder must kill his enemies ;
brook;
given promise and to come with him to it is his duty."
Iknow the free hill and the glooming glen, select some ornament instead of the re" Then I should not like to be a solAnd kinelly fires, and humble homes of jected coronet, but she always made an dier. I would rather cure people than
men.
excuse for delay, and he soon saw that kill them."
the mention of the matter really dis"Do you want to become a doctor,
THE ONLY SON.
tressed her, so he alluded to it no more, hey ?
Sir Eric spoke in jest, but there
and gradually all recollection of it faded was a note of real annoyance in his voice.
The young husband hummed the words from his mind.
"A doctor? I do not know about that.
of a quaint old ballad and bent to kiss
Meanwhile littleGabriel?he had been I am not sure."
his wife's pale cheek. Outside, the born on St. Gabriel's feaßt, and his
"You are a silly child, and do not
shadows of the great oak trees, beneath mother, with gentle insistence, opposed understand what you are Baying." With
whose overhanging boughs so many Sir Eric's wish to name him after one of this remark Sir Eric put the boy down
generations of Sweynsons had played, his fierce Viking ancestors, and had, after off his knee ani went himself out of the
since the ancestor of the family, Swen of the manner of women, got her own way room.
the Red Beard, had come from Denmark in the end ?grew and flourished. From
It waR some consolation to the father
in Canute's train and settled on the an infant, lying in his nurse's arms and to find, as he did a little later, that Galands of some conquered Saxon thane, gazing with solemn stare at the great briel, in spite of his gentleness, was anyflecked with darkerpatches the dazzling new world, he developed into a blue- thing but a coward. For hunting he did
green of thelawn. The cattle rested in eyed toddling laddie, endearing himself not care, but he would ride his fiery litthe sunny meadowsfarther off; the deer daily more and more to his parents by tle pony at the biggest jump that his
peeped from the forest glades, the birds his lisping baby accents and his caresses, father would allow him to attempt, and
sing, and their song found an echo in
and then into a littleknickerbocker boy, as he grew older the groom often declared
Sir Eric Sweynson's heart, for it seemed who aßked Btrange, puzzling questions that for "schooling" a young horse
to him as if they, too, were rejoicing and struggled to lift down from the there was not the equal of Master Gabriel
over the coming of the wished-for heir. library shelves the big dusty folios and in the whole country. Once, when he
He had been so earnestly desired, so quartos, over which he would pore for saw a savage dog worrying a new-born
fervently prayed for, so long waited for hours, spelling out tales of adventure lamb, he mshed to defend the helpless
?six whole years?and now thathe had and of heroism from their pages.
animal, and not having even a stick in
come, the ancestral trees and the sunA quiet, thoughtful child he was, not his hand, he could think of no way of
shine, and even the gray old walls of the robust in appearance, though never ill, making the dog relinquish his prey exstately home that waß to be his, seemed caring not much for outdoor games and cept that of catching him by the throat.
to bid a welcome to the unconscious lit- sports. Amiableand friendly with other Of course he was terribly bitten, but the
tle stranger from far away, who lay in boys of his own age, when brought into lamb was rescued. To his mother's tearhis silk-lined cot by his mother's bed, contact with there, but not caring for ful reproaches theboy, scarcely ten years
atd knew as yet nothing of the destiny their society. At home he had no young old at the time, only answered " I could
to which he had been born.
companions, for no second child had not let him kill the poor lamb, you
is it to be? "
been born to Sir Eric and Lady Ger- know."
" Well, dear, what
What is what to be ? I do not under- trude ; but with his parents he was alWhen Gabriel had entered on his
ways content and happy. His early les- thirteenth year his father considered
stand."
repeated
again sons
he learned from his mother, and it that it was time to send him to college.
" Listen," and Sir Eric
the couplet. " In plain English: don't was she, too, who took him with her to There were family traditions on such
I
you want to know what have brought the little oratory and told him tales of matters, and this was the age at which
the Blessed Virgin and of the saints, the young Sweynsons for many generayou from town ?
never thought of particularly of his own patron, St.
usually entered the great Jesuit
" From town ? 1 anything
?except Gabriel, who, clad in dazzling white tions had
your bringing me
C jllege of Saxonhurat.
robes, looked down on him from the
yourself."
So the time passed on and Gabriel was
I am generous. stained-glass window which Lady Gersee
that
you
Well,
now eighteen and in the top class of the
" my worthless self, I have brought
Besides
trude had caused to be placed over the college. His father began to think of his
you this," and he drew from his pocket altar shortly after her son's birth. Ga- entrance into Sandhurst, and afterwards
a velvet-covered case, opened it and dis briel loved these tales better even than into the army. That, too, was a Sweynplayed a coronet of diamonds, which those of Olaf andSweyn Forkbeard, and Bon tradition ; the oldest son always
sparkled in the light.
Kagings and pirates, marauding expedi- went into the army, at least for a few
Lady Gertrude gave a cry of girlish tions and martyrdoms, tierce old heathen years.
delight she was but twenty-four?and, warriors and Christian virgins crowned
The Easter vacation was nearly over,
it up to
tiking out the coronet, held
with lilies or pure white roses, mingled and Gabriel was to return to college for
allow the Bunshine to play on the spark- strangely in his half-waking thoughts, as his last term. He was in the library,
ling stones.
they did afterwards in his dreams.
collecting some books which he wished
will look in your hair.
By-and-by the time for more regular to takeback with him, when his father
" See how wellititoften,
not leave it shut instructions came, and a good old priest, entered.
You must wear
up in a bank like those silly old family who had taught his father before him,
Well, my boy," he said, " this is the
jewels of ours, of which I never can feel came to live in the castle and be his tutor. ending of your school life. You have
what Gabriellearned to decline mensa"and
that they belong to us at all. Why,
"
made good use of your time, I must say.
is the matter, dear? Are you not well ? " to conjugate " amo " and that the angles Your masters seem all to be pleased with
For the brightness had faded out of his at the base of an equilateral triangle you ; but everything must end. When
wife's face and a look of distresshad suc- are equal, and many other things you come home in summerwe must think
which little boys are expected to ac- of getting a grinder to prepare you for
ceeded it.
'? Eric, dear, don't think me ungratequire. They did not give Gabriel
Sandhurst. You should enter there in
ful, but I had rather not take the coro- much trouble; he learned quickly and September or October."
remembered well. In other matters,
net," she said.
Gabriel paused with a great bundle of
"Nottakeitl Why not? Don't you too, he proved himself a docile pupil,
in his arms ; then he came slowly
books
like it?
and the old tutor soon grew very fond
forward to the library table, and laying
Promise
be
vexed.
mother
that
he
told
his
was
him,
of
and
" Because?don't
a " saintly child," which saying Lady them down, faced his father, his face
me yon won't be vexed."
to herself, not feeling quite pale and his lips trembling.
"I won't, indeed. As if I could be Gertrudekept
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" Father, I don't want to go to Sandhurst," he saiel.
" You don't want to go to Sandhurst!
Why not?"
" I don't want to enter the army."
" That is nonsense, Gabriel. Your old
dislike of killing, I suppose but such
considerationsshould not prevent a man
from doing his duty to his country. Besides, there is no war now, nor any s-ign
of one. Probably you will not be called
upon to shed any one's blood during
your few years of service. I don't want
you to be a soldier all your life. When
you are twenty-two or twenty-four you
must settle down near me anil get married, that I may see my grandsons
around me before I get too old aud stiff
to play with them."
Gabriel grew paler than before, but he
pressed his lips together, and when he
spoke his voice was firm enough.
" Father, I am sorry, so sorry to disappoint you, but?l want to be a priest."
" A priest 1 " Anger, amazement, incredulity strove to find utterance in that
one word. "Gabriel, are you mad?
the only
You, the last of our
Sweynson left in the male line ; the only
heir of the family '. You can not speak
you are only jesting ! "
seriously
"Jesting on such a subject ! No, the
I feel that I
way seems clear before
am called to a religious life. Father, do
not look at me so sternly. I Bometimes
wish, although I know it to be a sin, that

;

race;

?

me;
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God had not chosen me for this high selling some part of my rights over my any opportunities in life.
office?that I could serve Him in the child. Gabriel is my boy mine more
Don't believe all the evil you hear.
world. But it can not be ; I must follow than ever now?my life, my darling, and
Don't repeat gossip, even if it does
Him in the way that He has appointed." I will give him to God."
interest
a crowd.
?"
Sir Eric paused. He looked at his wife
" Have your maßters
Don't
go untidy on the plea that
the
The
and
son
before
sunset
?quite
standing
No,
contrary.
him,
never
the
"
rector spoke to me last /ear. He put light shining through the windowbehind everybody knows you.
everything before me ; my duty to you, them, and making a halo, like that which
Don't be rude to your inferiors in
?

my position as only son ; the hardships
of a priest's life; the ignorance, coarseness, and vice which he has to encounter.
He told me to reflect well, and to pray
for guidance ; not to mention the matter to any one for twelve months, that
perhaps during that time my ideas would
alter. Now, however, he recognizes the
reality of my vocation, and he said that
I must speak at once to you and to my
mother. That was before I wine home
this time, and all the vacation I have
been trying to get courage to tell you,
but I could not."
It would have been better if you
never had told me?if you had never
troubled me by alluding to this insane
project." He put his hands on his son's
shoulders and turned him towards the
window. " Look at these old trees, these

surrounded the fair locks of his angelic
patron's pictured image in the oratory,
round the youth's head.
" Father," sir-id Gabriel, will you not
consent? Will you not join with my
mother in her gift?
Sir Eric did not reply. Out beyond
these two he gazed. The sun sank below
the horizon and a cold gray mist seemed
to gather over the lawn and (he trees,
and to envelop them, so that the color
and substance died out of them and they
looked like the mere ghosts of dead,
far-off things. He turned his eyes upwards towards the sky, and it was flecked
with islands of purple and gold, swimming in an azure sea. " Heaven is fairer
than earth," the young neophyte had
said.
Sir Eric stretched out his hand and
woods, these meadows, these lands silently laid it on his son's bowed head.
stretching far as your eyes can see ; be- Then, sinking on hiß knees by the library
fore Norman William set foot in England table, he buried his face in his hands.
your ancestors hunted in these woods, The Catholic fireside.
were lords of this wide domain. Will you
wish all this to pass to strangers? Wi,l
you give up this fair inheritance? "
Heaven is a fairer inheritance,

"

'

"

?

social position.
Don't overdress or underdress.
Don't jeer at anybody's religious
belief.
Learn to laugh. A good laugh is
better than medicine.
Learn to hide your aches and pains
under a pleasant smile. No one
cares whether you have the earache,
headache or rheumatism.
Learn to attend to your own business?a very important point.
Don't try to be anything else but a
gentlewoman, and that means one
who has considerationfor the whole
world and whose life is governed by
the golden rule
" Do unto others as
you would be done by."? The Christian World.
Marion.

:

TheHousewife.

Medical.

"
father."

HOW TO PUT ON NEW GLOVES.
"Heaven? And can not you win it
THE RAGE FOR ICED DRINKS.
by doing your duty here as your ancesThe length of life enjoyed by a
tors have done before you ? Is heaven glove depends very largely upon the
From early morn till late at
only for priests? Is the taking of remethod employed in putting the night the drug-stores are crowded
ligious vows the only way to gain admisglove on the wearer's hand for the with rows of thirsty individuals who
sion to it? "
first
time.
only
way
"The
eagerly gulp down large quantities
for me, father. There
If this is done properly, there will of ice-cold drinks, with astonishing
are many pathways, but the choice does
not rest with us. God has shown me the be no difficulty on other occasions.
disregard of pathological consemanner in which I must follow Him."
Cheap gloves will sometimes split quences. Some of them even aggra"This is folly?madness! I willnot hear at
the first or second wearing, and it vate the evil by having
a spoonful
any more of it. You are my son and you
not
infrequently happens that an or two of pounded ice put into the
obey
shall
me. I wish you to enter Sandhurst. Will you do as 1 desire you? "
expensive one will do the same.
glass.
I can not!"
It requires two people to put on
Many of these
" You can not ! But I tell you that a glove properly. When the glove must be aware that greedy gulpers
ice-cold drinks
you can and shall I If you do not, if you
is buttoned up the second person do not really allay
care to disobey, my curse
one's
thirst. The
"
As the youth sprang £jrward with an should polish the glove smartly with Swiss guide-books always warn tourimploring cry, the door of the library the flat palm of his hand. This proists against drinking glacier water ;
opened and Lady Gertrude entered. At cess applied to the fingers and back
and if a pedestrian disregards this
a glance she understood what had hap- of the glove will mould it to the
advice,
he inevitably finds himself
pened.
shape of the wearer's hand.
more
and more thirsty, and
getting
" Youhave told your father, (Jabriel ?" It is advisable to use a hook when
if he keeps on drinking, he will be
she said.
"You knew it, then? You were buttoning a glove, as the violent likely to need the services of a docaware of his mad scheme and you con- struggles to make hole and button tor in the evening.
The pleasant
cealed it from me ? "'
meet tend to wear holes in the fin- flavors of our
iced
drinks
make them
" No, Eric, he only told me of it yester- ger-tips.
much
more
to
tempting
thirsty
morday evening. I said that he must speak
The manner of taking off a glove
tals than the glacier water, which
to you at once "
determines whether it is to last they excel in coldness;
conse" It would have been better if you had also
advised him not to trouble me with his long and look well.
quently, the dose is repeated at every
insane folly, but to I'jrget it. You knew
Never pull it by the finger-tips. opportunity. It is very profitable
that 1 should never consent, and that I This stretches the glove out of shape
to the druggist, but disastrous to the
would not listen for an instant to such a
and makes it difficult to put oa drinker. On such a
plan."
subject it is
I knew that you would not be again. I'eel it off in the proverbial impossible to collect statistics, but
"
rabbit-skin" fashion, turn each fin- no one who has
pleased."
studied physiology
" Would not be pleased ! Is that all ger and thumb right side out, and and knows the extremely sensitive
you say ? Is it possible that you do not blow gently to inflate the glove.
condition of the mucous membrane
understand what this means ? It would
(-Move-menders and mending outbe the extinction of my race, the end of
of the stomach can doubt that a vast
theSweynsons. My God! I can not think fits are useful little articles to have, amount of disease is brought on,
of it with patience. I shall try to forget and every girl should provide herdirectly or indirectly, by the iceit, to fancy it wasa dream. You, Gabriel, self with one. A ripped glove is an
cold
soda-water habit. There is a
you shall go to Sandhurst, and as soon abomination.
founded belief that many cases
well
as possible. You shall not return to colof sunstroke (last year, early in
lege. You have no right to dispose of
yourself?you belong to me, to our fam- IF YOU WANT TO BE BELOVED. July, there were more than two
ily. I shall disown you, cast you off, load
Don't contradict people, even if hundred a day) are brought on by
you before God I Bwear it? with my
chilling the system with iced drinks,
sure you are right.
you're
heaviest curse. Have I not a right to disand then exposing one's self to the
Don't
be
about
the
afinquisitive
life
which
I
gave?
pose of the
Are you
fairs of even your most intimate blazing sun.
not mine ? "
Ice, of course, is a necessity in
" No ; not yours alone and altogether, friend.
Eric." said Lady Gertrude, coming forDon't underrate anything because this climate ; but not one family in a
ward and putting her arms round her you don't possess it.
hundred knows how to use it rationBon. " Yon remember that when Gabriel
Don't believe that everybody else ally. Our way of flinging chunks
was born I would not accept the diaof it (possibly tainted with typhoid
n ond coronet which you otlered me, be- in the world is happier than you.
Don't conclude thatyou never had germs) into our pitchers or glasses
cause it seemed to me as if I should be
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is infinitely less civilized than the
old Spanish way of cooling the
water in porous earthen pitchers.

This

gives

it that medium - cold

temperature which alone really
quenches the mad thirst of midsummer. A similar result may be

obtained by cooling bottles or
siphons in a refrigerator. Better,
however, than any cold drink in
summer is weak tea or some other
hot drink. Partaking of this is soon
followed by a delightful feeling of
contentment, or even exhilaration.
Of course, a warm drink does not
tickle the palate so pleasantly as the
ice-water does ; hence its unpopularity; you can not get it in any
drug-store in summer. Everybody
clamors madly for ice.
"No doubt, many of these icewater drinkers would be surprised
and indignant to be called gross and
foolish sensualists. Yet that is what

they come perilously near being.
They swallow the soda-water simply because it feels good for a few
seconds to have the sweet, cold
liquid roll down the throat. A man
who does this may be called an epicure?one wholikes goodthings toeat
and drink?but to call him an epicurean would be an insult to Epicurus.
That much-maligned and misrepresented Greek philosopher would
have been the first to condemn the
iced soda-water habit and to moralize on our midsummer madness."?
Evening Post.
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NEW

YORK'S NEWSPAPERS.

At the last meeting of the New York
Sphinx Club, Mr. 8. J. Richardson, at
present cireulatie.ii manager of the New
York World, gave an interesting talk on
newspapers, and the ways and means
adopted by New York's great dailies to
increase and hold circulation. Among
other things he said:
"There was a time, not many decades
ago, when newspapers were permitted
to circulate themselves. If a man wanted
a paper, he went or sent after it and
s unetimes got it.
"If he wanted to insert an ad he
journeyed away deewn town to the office
of the paper in the slow, lumbering old
stages or horse-cars of those days. There
were no uptown or crosstown or branch
offices then, and advertising solicitors
were unknown.
"Some papers, notably the Sun, Herald
and Tribune, possessed a limited carrier
delivery, and each carrier delivered one
paper only. The reason for this was because people only took in one paper and
were satisfied with it.
The habit of
reading or glancing over several papers
each day had met then been formed, and
possibly the price had something to do
with it.
" The first great growth of circulation
in this city came with the Civil War.
By the end of the war hundreds of
thousands of persons had formed the
newspaper habit, and an era of prosperity set in which has lasted to this day.
Out-of-town circulation of New York
morning newspapers has not grown to
any considerable extent during the past
few years. At the beginning of the
Spanish-American War, it was believed
that the metropolitan newspapers, with
their great news-gathering facilities,
would secure a succession of beats that
would throw the provincial papers into
the shade, but such proved not to be the
?

'

I'knn. Do you kneew that Van Meter
leest his jeeb with the seeap company?
Brlshb. ?No. What was the trouble.
Prnn.?Van says his poetry was see
geeod tliat it distracted peeeplo's attention
freeni the seeap.

asketl the policeman whichdirection was
west, lie pointed tee tho place. "All,"
said the young woman jocularly, "so
the sun rises in the west in London?"
"As to that," replied the officer, with
great dignity,
1 really can'tsay."

The Ahorrr.? It's wonderful, old
man, what love will enable a fellow to
see in a girl that ho never saw before!

WHERE TO GO.

li;e_

Thk Onlooker. ?Nee doubt! Hut it's
equally wonderful what it ween't let him
see that he'll see later.

'

aSensd onsense.
N

Just

one month age>

today

Stella and I agreed tee point out each
other's faults witlieeut reserve.
Brss. ?And are yeeu still doing it?
Xi.i.i.. <>h, nee. We haven't spoken
to each other for twenty-nine days.
?

SPORTSMAN.?Haveyou seen anything wortli shooting at around here.
Kakmf.r.?Well, no; not till you came.
City

ease.

"In the first place,
seldom secured, and in the next
place, the country le>cal papers started
in to publish editions two or three times
a day where they formerly had only appeared once, with the result that when
the metropolitan papers arrived by train,
they found the news had been received
by wire and published by the local paper
several hours before, and in consequence
the sales of the city paper were diswere

Yoi Neein n. ?There's nothing like
matrimony for teaching a young man
"Seem; men," said Uncle Kben, "is so the value of money.
greedy dat if dey had Aladdin's lamp
OLDWKD.?That's right. A deellar a
dey'il wah iteeut in six weeks."
man gives to his wife looks tw.ee as big
as the dollar lie blew in een her during

"On, papa, we have a new game! We courtship.
bank, and we're
She.?After all. what is the difference
put in seventy-five cents already."
between illusion and delusion?
"Which can travel the faster?heat or
Hi:.?lllusion is the lovely fancies we
cold?"
have about ourselves; delusion is the
"Why, heat, of course! Can't anybody foolish fancies other people have about
catch cold?"
themselves.
are playing baby is a

"

?

"llk says he fell in love with her at
first sight."
Thk reporter was interviewing the
"Perhaps I can be of service to him. I
Western millionaire. "Is it true that
know a first-class oculist."
you are going to endow a chair in that
"This necktie," said the salesman,

"speaks for itself."
"Speaks for itself?" repeated the
customer as he took in the loudness of
the design :"I say that it positively
yells ! "

university?"

"Endow

a chair?"

he thundered;

"why, b'gosh, I can give a whole set o'
furniture, an' I'll do it, too. Say that in
yer paper
There ain't nothin' cheap
about me."

!

___^^__

"I want your daughter," said the
ARCHBISHOP FEEHAN AND THE
young man aggressively. The old man
POET-PRIEST.

"

This being the vacation season, when
minds are turning to summer resorts, the
following list of appropriate places appearing In a contemporary is not without interest:
Lawyers to Fee, I'a.
Singers to Alto, Ga.
Bakers to Cakes, Pa.
The idle to Bust, Minn.
Thieves to Sac City, la.
The sleepy to Gap, Pa.
Cranks to Peculiar, Mo.
l'eeets to Parnassus, I'a.
Smokers tee Weed, Cal.
Printers to Agate, Col.
Fleerists to Kose Hill, la.
Mendicants tee Hegg, La.
Perfumers to Aroma, 111.
Actors tee Star City. Ark.
Paupers to Charity, Kan.
Plumbers to Faucett, Mo.
Tramps to Grubtown, I'a.
Small men to Higger, Inel.
Farmers to Corning, N. Y.
Apiarists to HeeviHe, Tex.
Debtors to Cash City, Ark.
Prize-fighters to Box, Kan.
Lovers to Spoonville, Mich.
Chiropodists to Cornice, Ark.
Grocers to C'effeyville, Kan.
Sports tee Race Track, Mont.
Hankers to Deposit, N. Y.
Hrokers to Stockville, Nev.
Hucksters to Yellville, Ark.
Hunters to Dee.r Trail, Col.
Cobblers to Shoe Heel, N. C.
Carpenters to Saw Toath, Ind.
Poulterers to Hatchville, Ga.
Politicians to Buncombe, Va.
Theosophists to Mystic, Conn.
Dry goods men to Calico, Cal.
Topors to Brandy Station, Va.
Sewing girls to Scissors, Col.
(iardeners to Artichoke, Minn.
Swimmers to Neversink, N. Y.
Peregrinators to Footville, Wis.
"Crooks" to Dodge City, Kan.
Puzzle fiends to Biddleville, Ga.
Drummers to Modest Town, Va.
Physicians to Doctorville, Ga.
Prohibitionists tee Drytown, Cal.
School-teachers to Lamed, Wis.
Society climbers to Tip Top, Va.
The hairless to Bald Knob, Ark.
Whist-players to Cavendish, Ind.
Entomologists to Bug Hill, N. C.
The gum brigade to Chewtown, Pa.
Keigning beauties to Bellcentor, O.
Baseball players to Ballground, Ga.
Ne'er-do-wells to Hard Scrabble, Ky.
.Justices of the peace to Squire, Minn.
Newly married couples to Bliss, Mich.
?

Nei.i,.?

" I iiavk been shopping every day Ciioi.i.v.? Had me favorite dish for
this week."
luncheon today?calves' brains.
Miss Cosily in.?By the way, tliat
" What extravagance!"
" Oh, but I haven't bought anything." reminds me. I was reading quite an interesting article In last .Sunday's paper
"It sez 'ere deceased died of locomoter called "The Confessions of a Cannibal."
attackyser. What is that?"
"Tliat? Why 'c got run over by one Harking.? Good news in tliat letter,
o' them there motor cars."
I take it?
Richlino.?Good news, indeed. It is
Bki.i.k. Don't you think Sousa is a
from my son at college, lie merely writes
great conductor?
Nei.i..?I don't ever remember riding for money, lie hadn't asked for a remittance for three or four days, and I had
the wonderful beats on his car.
begun to think the beey was dead.

"

counted.

wider form of garment, which soon lei
came popular and was adoptedby many
royal perseenages at home and abreeatl.
Among the dandies of the period, however, the new style was regarded with
contempt, and when Almaek's was at its
height as a fashionable resort the great
Duke of Wellington was once refused
admission because he presented himself
in trousers instead of the (for that time)
orthodox nether garments. So far has
their sway now extendeil that they
threaten to supplant even the Scottish
kilt.? London Telegraph.

August 2, 1902.
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" Yot are not a working man," said
the curbstone orator, or you wouldn't
"
was shrewd.
talk that way."
The editor of the lutermountain notes
Have
asked.
you
"You are wrong, sir!" fiercely angot her ? " he
"
"I have."
thatwhen Archbishop (then Bishop) Feeswered the man who had interrupted
ban was in charge of the Nashville diohim. "lam a member ofa Browning
" Then take her."
cese he had as one of his priests the
Club, and if an institution of that kind
pposb
"I si
you set a good table?" isn't
Rev. Abram J. Ryan, the "poet-priest
organized labor I don't know what
the man who was looking for
of the South," who was then in exceed- remarked
is!"
ingly poor health. Bishop Feehan re- board.
" Well," replied the landlady, three "That," said Scribble, as he finished
moved from Father Ryan nearly all irkmy regular boarders are laid up with reading his manuscript, "is the
of
the
parish
allowing
dying
duties,
some
story as
far as I've got. I was thinking of windpoet leisure to sing those songs which the gout."
ing it up with the heroine's letteraccepthave made his name beloved throughout
Willie. Say, pop, give me a nickel ing the hero."
the southland. The Intermountain's
for a poor lame man.
editor continues :?
" Good idea!" exclaimed the critic,
His Papa.?Who is he?
that'll give you a chance to conclude
The writer, who was a printer's ap"
Wii.i.ik. ?He runs the lemonade stand the whole tiling with
prentice at the time, put The Con'please excuse bad
on the corner.
writing.' "
quered Banner' in type from the
original manuscript. It was first pubDk. Pills. ?How did you manage to
Two men, one a stranger in the city,
lished in the Nashville Gazette, one of
collect
the bill that Closefist owed you? were taking in the sights, and,
whose proprietors was a devout Cathoin the
Dr. Scjiii.ls.?l told him that if he course of their
lic."
trip around town, passed
didn't pay, I would advise his wife to go a building occupied
by Odd Fellows.
to Europe for her health.
ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF
The gift lettering of the order's initials,
(). O. F.," caught the eye of the
TROUSERS.
It was the first time little Alfred had "I.
who asked: "What is the
stranger,
ever seen a shredded wheat biscuit.
people will be surprised to hear
of tliat sign?"
Leaning over, he whispered in his meaning
trousers, as at present worn by the mother's ear:
"That?" asked his companion. "Why,
"Oh, mamma, what did
i portion of humanity, have just they soak that Turkish wash-rag in mMk man, tliat shows th' building is just 100
jrated their centenary, but, accordfeet tall."
lor?"
o Fashion, such is undoubtedly the
Upton.?Who is tliat man? He acts as
They "came in" on account of
A yen.Mi American woman, who haphigh living prevalent a hundred if he owned the earth.
pened to be on the street in London
Downton.?Oh, he'll get over tliat in early e>ne morning, noticed that the reyears ago. This produced a good dc 1
few
days. He's a good fellow at heart, flected light gave the sun the appearance
a
whose
the
tight-fitting
twinges
of gout,
costume in use at tliat period made un- but he has just been on a vacation, and of being in the west. Not knowing with
bearable. Hence the invention of the he rode both ways in a palace car.
certainty the points of the compass, she

"

?

"
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Deafness Can Not Be Cured
oy local applications, as they can not retell
.lie ellseaseel portion of the ear. There Is
only one way to cure Deafness, anil that is
oy constitutional remedies. Deafness is
caused by an inflaineel condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the remit, anel unless the inflammation can be
iikeie out anil this tube restored to its normal coneiition, hearing will be elestroyed
forever; nine cases out of ten are caused by
.catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Se-.n.l for circulars, free
K. J. CHENEY a, CO., Toleelo, O.
amr- sold uy Druggists, 75c.
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CHURCH BELLS
Chimes and Peals,

3_ Beit Superior Copperteed Tin. Getour price

McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY
Baltimore. Md.
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